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Abstract

This report covers a study testing the possibility of adding portfolio optimization by
mean-variance analysis as a tool to extend the concept of momentum strategies in con-
trast to naive allocation formed by Jegadeesh & Titman (1993). Further these active
investment strategies are compared with a passive benchmark as well as a randomly se-
lected portfolio over the entire study-period. The study showed that the naive allocation
model outperformed the mean-variance model both economically as well as statistically.
No indication where obtained for a lagged return e�ect when letting a mean-variance
model choose weights for a quarterly holding period and the resulting investment rec-
ommendation is to follow a naive investment strategy within a momentum framework.
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Introduction

Every investor and asset manager has to struggle with the same two core problems in the
strive for the best attainable relationship between risk and return. The �rst problem
concerns what positions to take, and when facing a near in�nite amount of possible
portfolios to hold in an equity market alone, the task of selecting a speci�c portfolio
might seem quite daunting.

The second problem is of a dual nature, the question of when to enter a position and
how often to reallocate. This second problem has troubled investors for decades since
nobody is able to foresee future market movements with perfect accuracy. However, any
�nancial chart depicting a risky asset will hint that timing is of great importance, for
example those going long1 at the peak of a bull market2 will have a hard time whereas
those who bought at the end of a preceding bear market 3 will be much better o�. The
key is to get the timing right but it is much harder than it might seem. Some investors
rely completely on advanced models while others use their guts.

A strong hypothesis in �nance is the hypothesis of market e�ciency. It states that
all available information is re�ected in equity prices, which means that investors only
should expect a normal rate of return (no excess return) (Hillier et al, 2010). However,
studies have shown that there exist some calendar patterns in stock returns which are
inconsistent with this hypothesis. Such patterns reveals what believers refers to as
relative strength.

The theory of relative strength as an investment tool goes back to Levy (1967), who
searched for co-movements and correction in equity markets in order to �nd portfolios
of assets that periodically showed relative strength toward the average market in the
search for abnormal returns. Jegadeesh & Titman (1993) used naive diversi�cation and
grouped stocks into high and low performance deciles for several formation periods using
monthly return data from NYSE and AMEX and held these over several holding periods
in an attempt to capture optimal holding periods of excess returns. They concluded that
a holding period over 3 to 12 months before portfolio turnover yielded better results than
a passive strategy.

Contrary to Momentum Strategies there are those who believe in �nding market
reversals. These strategies are called Contrarian Strategies, which by name suggests
betting against the current market trend. These strategies have also been proved to

1Going long means entering a �nancial position as an owner with the intent of selling in the future
at a higher price. Hull (2010)

2A bull market is a market with a upward going trend.
3A bear market is a market with a downward going trend.
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work in a transaction-cost free world for both shorter periods, that is week to week
reversals (Lehmann, 1990), and longer periods (De Bondt & Thaler, 1985) ranging three
to �ve years.

Many researchers have used the results of Jegadeesh & Titman (1993) as a foun-
dation for further investigation. However, all successors the authors of this thesis have
come across have used the same method in terms of selecting the stocks included in each
portfolio. This method will be explained in this report and it is referred to as a naive
selection criterion where the ex-post returns are the basis for portfolio formation. In
other words, this means that no thought has been made about the risk associated with
each individual asset4 included under the momentum framework. Given a set of individ-
ual assets with di�erent characteristics, the equally weighted portfolio might indeed be
considered naive. Tang (2003), gives a detailed investigation about the risk behaviour
in well diversi�ed naive portfolios, as did Solnik (1974). Tang found that a portfolio
of 20 assets contributed to the elimination of 95% of the unsystematic risk. However
the main di�erence between a naive selection method and an actual allocation model is
the focus of this thesis. While the naive method removes risk by adding securities, an
allocation model tries to �nd securities with low correlation. How it a�ects portfolios
is explained in Section 3.1. Demiguel et al (2009) compared a naive selection method
with 14 asset-allocation models and found that no model consistently outperformed the
naive allocation model.

The questions raised are hard to answer and needs great time and e�ort for investi-
gation. The problem formulation is such that there was an interesting observation made
when studying previous literature on the subject Momentum Strategies. It regarded
the obsession of using a naive allocation strategy for portfolio formation which gave
birth to the idea of incorporating an allocation model that used the power of portfolio
theory, and test if such an approach would boost the risk adjusted return when com-
paring to its naive counterpart. The comparative factors that connects the approaches
are the assumed lagged return e�ect of Momentum Strategies and that they have the
same formation and holding periods. Both strategies will be compared against a passive
benchmark portfolio and tested statistically for potential signi�cance in excess return.
The two models are the Naive Momentum Strategy which has historical total returns
as the only factor to determine the stocks comprising a portfolio, where all stocks have
equal weight, and a optimized mean-variance model which solves a constrained optimiza-
tion problem and thereby selects stocks into a portfolio. There will also be two passive
portfolios; a portfolio with random stock selection drawn from a uniform distribution,
and the comparative Benchmark portfolio which consists of a stock index. Further, since
the comparison between the active portfolios is made in risk-adjusted returns they must
be measured statistically by a return-to-variability test, and since the selection of stocks
is made di�erently in a momentum strategy and a mean-variance allocation model, the
returns must be standardized to a risk-adjusted measure. This measure, a ratio, will
not only focus upon the returns of a portfolio but also adjust for the associated risk in

4How risk will be diversi�ed away with this method will be explained in Section 3.1. However, since
the momentum portfolio does not include a very large number of stocks, the risk possible to eliminate
through the strategy does not vanish entirely.
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order to see what method that is preferred in those terms.
In the analysis between the active models there was statistical evidence that the

naively allocated portfolio outperformed both the mean-variance portfolio and the bench-
mark in terms of annualized Sharpe-Ratio5. This result was unexpected since the mean-
variance model maximizes the Sharpe-Ratio, whereas the Naive Momentum Portfolio
should minimize risk regardless of Sharpe-Ratio. The Naive Portfolio had a Sharpe-
Ratio of 1.02, in comparison to 0.47 for the Benchmark Portfolio and a disappointing
0.33 for the Optimized Portfolio. The Sharpe-Ratio test for the two latter portfolios
was inconclusive. The results are not only important statistically, but it gives great
economical signi�cance when deciding an allocation model.

Moreover, there were no signi�cant di�erences in the return of either active portfolio
compared to the the average benchmark return over the sample period. Even though
the deviations were not measurable, they composed empirical di�erence in risk-adjusted
terms. Worth to mention is that if one could invest in the average return of ten random
passive portfolios with ten assets in each, that strategy would have given the highest
total return over the period.

This report consists of two parts; one theoretical and one empirical, where the �rst
four chapters covers the necessary theory in order to perform the empirical trials covered
in Chapter 5. Chapter 1 will cover a discussion around the characteristics and theory
behind the passive portfolios considered in the study. Chapter 2 explains the logics and
methods of the concept Momentum Strategies and gives relevant theoretical assumptions
about the process. It also covers some previous research about seasonal trends in stock
market data. Chapter 3 presents portfolio optimization in form of naive diversi�cation
as well as the mean-variance model, and give mathematical expressions as well as graphi-
cally show how the model behaves for a set of stocks. The Sharpe-Ratio is also introduced
as well as its relation to the Return to Variability ratio. Further, Chapter 4 explains
the statistical concept of hypothesis testing and gives theoretical and mathematical foun-
dation for performing a test of equal means as well as a test for equal Sharpe-Ratios.
Chapter 5 presents the empirical analysis based on the sample data and the theoretical
sections of this report. Next comes a special section devoted for the conclusion drawn
by the authors, followed by a discussion of how the thesis objectives are being met. The
reminder of the report consists of three appendices which gives relevant mathematical
proofs, portfolio formation tables and lastly some programming code.

5The Sharpe-Ratio is a risk-return e�ciency measurement which is explained in detail within Chap-
ter 3. For now it is enough to know that a higher Sharpe-Ratio is preferred over a lower.
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Chapter 1

Passive Portfolios

A passive portfolio is one that is never reallocated during its entire holding period. In
contrast to active management, all positions that are bundled into a passive portfolio
are entered on day one and held until liquidation at some time in the future. An ex-
ample of a passive portfolio is an index portfolio. The index itself contains all stocks
listed in a certain segment, often measured by companies stock market value, industry
or commodity type. The upside of holding a passive portfolio is that it does not carry
any transaction costs other than the mandatory tax payment on pro�ts at liquidation,
whereas an active portfolio has costs as commission and spread for every trade made
during the portfolios life, as well as a tax payment on every winning trade made. The
downside of a passive portfolio is that once entered, the portfolio will follow the market
in any direction.

This chapter covers two di�erent passive portfolios where the �rst section explains
the index portfolio in detail, followed by the second section which describes a portfolio
consisting of randomly selected stocks.

1.1 The Index Portfolio

In order to make a fair comparison between a sampled portfolio and the performance
of an index, there must exist an index in which all sampled stocks are a member of
that also has comparative rules of calculation. For example, indices on Nasdaq OMX
Nordic are measured as gross index (GI) and price index (PI). PI measures price in the
underlying assets whereas GI measures total return, that is all dividends are reinvested
into respective asset. The pricing formula of an index with stocks priced in domestic
currency at time t ∈ N is given by1

It =

∑n
i=1 qi,tpi,t∑n

i=1 qi,t−1pi,t−1ji,t
It−1, I(0) = 1, (1.1)

where It is the index value, qi,t denotes the number of shares, pi,t denotes the share price
and ji,t is an adjustment factor at time t. The adjustment factor is calculated separately
and takes care of company related individual events2. The data presented in Chapter

1For the reminder of this report, t will be measured as integer numbers starting from 0.
2These events include splits, issuing of new shares, mergers, market issues etcetera
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5 is total return data, causing a need of comparing the analysis against a gross index.
Gross index pricing also involves replacing pi,t−1 in (1.1) by

p̃i,t−1 = pi,t−1 − δ,

where δ represents dividends. Further, all data is collected from Nasdaq OMX Stockholm
Large Cap so the index must measure total return on Stockholm Large Cap or as
close as possible. The most suitable index for the purpose of this study is the OMX
Stockholm Benchmark GI, which will be used as benchmark in the empirical analysis.
This benchmark index was selected for three reasons; (1) it is a gross index which makes
it comparable to the collected data, (2) it contains almost every stock available for
trade within the sample data (with very few exceptions) and (3) it has existed during
the entire sample period contrary to many OMX indices that only measure back to
2006 due to great changes in the structure of the OMX listing for all Nordic countries.
Further information about indices can be read in NASDAQ OMX Nordic (2012).

1.2 Selection of Random Portfolios

In contrast to the concept of momentum strategies there is a strong group of believers
that holds the theory of a totally e�cient market true. What this means is that the
market is said to be priced after all information available at the time being, and therefore
no excess return (above index return) can be drawn out in the long run. To put it short,
one cannot beat the market. The core idea of this theory can set a gloomy mood to any
investor that attempt to capture above average returns. The most famous quote about
this theory was probably made by Malkiel (1999), where he expressed the view among
some investors and academia as

"Some academicians have gone so far as to suggest that a blindfolded monkey
throwing darts at the Wall Street Journal can select stocks with as much
success as professional portfolio managers".

The statement itself is perhaps quite extreme, but in a sense that the monkeys could
throw dart and create a large enough number of random portfolios, then by the Law of
Large Numbers in Theorem 1.1, the average return of those would certainly approach
the average return of the market. For more information about this topic, see Wackerly
et al (2007).

Theorem 1.1.
The Law of Large Numbers
Let Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn be independent and identically dis-
tributed (IID) random variables with E[|Y1|] < ∞. Let
E[Y1] = E[Y2] = . . . = µ and de�ne Ŷn = 1

n

∑n
i=1 Yi, then

lim
n→∞

Ŷn = µ,

with probability 1.
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But how well will a random portfolio actually perform in comparison with those set
up by investment rules?

Since there are no monkeys available, a stock picking generator must be made. The
most fair way is to implement a uniform distribution over the sample of stocks. First all
stocks get an integer number assigned to them, where this number is generated using
the uniform distribution on the interval a = 0 and b the number of stocks available. Let

Y ∼ U(a, b)

be a random variable with probability density function

f(y) =

{
1
b−a if a ≤ y ≤ b,

0 elsewhere.

This ensures that the probability of any outcome on the interval a ≤ y ≤ b is equally
likely. Each Yi, i = 1, 2, . . . , b will be a decimal number which has to be rounded
up to the nearest integer3. The number generated from the uniform distribution will
correspond to the number on a stock.

Further a random portfolio gives no consideration to parameters such as return,
risk or market cap. One such portfolio does not give much information about the
performance of random portfolios. Even a sample of several such portfolios would give
great dispersion between risk and return. In any case, it will at least give a reference
point for comparison.

3The number is rounded upwards so that the lowest and highest number in the sample gets the same
probability as the rest of the integers, which is the implementation of the probability distribution.
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Chapter 2

Momentum Strategies

When one discuss momentum strategies it is vital to �rst of all separate the terms trend
and momentum. Both are essential for building a reliable portfolio strategy, however a
trend is vague in its de�nition since it can be de�ned both as a pattern that is expected to
repeat itself and a continuous state (such as an upward, or downward going trend). The
term momentum in this sense is explained solemnly by expected continuous movement
in the current direction. When translating momentum into �nancial applications an
assumption is made that an asset trading above its average will continue that pattern
due to strong momentum and vice versa for assets trading below their mean. The study
of momentum in �nancial markets have grown in popularity ever since Jegadeesh &
Titman (1993) presented their study made with data from US equity markets. Their
rigorous analysis over di�erent time periods resulted in optimal holding periods over 3
to 12 months, and for longer holding periods, the generated returns started to dissipate.
The classical approach that they used is quite straight forward and involves a two state
process. In the �rst state, stocks where evaluated in a formation period of J months and
then put separated by deciles. The top performing stocks that made the highest decile
accounted for the long portfolio in the following second state, which were the holding
period of K months. If the strategy involves shorting1, the bottom decile portfolio
accounts for the short position. They referred to this as being a J-month/K-month
strategy. This concept has been mimicked by numerous researchers up to this date, for
example see Rouwenhorst (1998) where its shown that their strategy gives consistent
results on twelve international markets.

De�nition 2.1. A momentum strategy is an investment
strategy that is based on the momentum of historical returns.
The total interval is J + K months where J months consti-
tutes the formation period and K months the holding period.
Assets 1 to n are ranked by average historical return over J
months and the highest group enters the portfolio held over
the following K months. This process is repeated over a series
of historical data.

1Shorting involves borrowing assets and selling them, with the anticipation of a down move in the
particular asset. When bought back, the borrower receives the di�erence less potential income normally
generated by the security. The devious characteristic of a short position is that the potential gain is
100%, whereas the potential loss is in�nite. (Hull, 2010)
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The next interesting concept concerns trends. Perhaps one might say that trends are
what really drives momentum. Some explanation to this hypothesis might be revealed
in some of the �nance's most known clichés, for example the phrase "the trend is your
friend" is something most �nancial actors are familiar with. Without going deep into
behavioural �nance, one can make a fair assumption that these clichés are self ful�lling
because the market movers actually act upon them. Trends will be highlighted more in
Section 2.2.

The �rst section of this chapter will describe how portfolio formation is made under
the momentum framework. It will cover the assumptions made as well as the mathemat-
ical interpretation of momentum strategies as they were formed by Jegadeesh & Titman
(1993). Section two will cover seasonal analysis and present proposals made by previous
research to further strengthen the potential of achieving high returns.

2.1 The Momentum Framework

Suppose now that a portfolio P of stocks can be found such that it replicates an index.
Holding the portfolio of stocks or holding the index portfolio passively yields the same
return and risk. Let RP denote the return of the portfolio while the return of the index
is RI . Also let the respective volatilities be σP and σI . Under passive circumstances,

Rp = RI and σp = σI .

Under a momentum framework, the vector P contains the set of all available stock
returns. For a stock to be available it must satisfy certain criteria. When dealing
with historical data there might occur discrepancies such as missing data, or data being
biased by dividend payments etcetera. Any stock that cannot satisfy such criteria will
be omitted from P. More details of data criteria is explained in Chapter 5. For a set of
stocks with individual returns Ri for i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

P = (R1, R2, . . . , Rn). (2.1)

P can also be divided into sub-portfolios such that an equal number, k, of stock returns
goes into each sub-portfolio. It follows that (2.1) also can be expressed as

P = (P1,P2, . . . ,Pm),

=


R1,1 R1,2 . . . R1,m

R2,1 R2,2 . . . R2,m
...

...
. . .

...
Rk,1 Rk,2 . . . Rk,m

 ,
where m is the number of portfolios and each column represents a portfolio of k stocks.
The ranking of stocks occurs in the formation period which is assigned over J months.
During this period, each stock in P will be ranked by historical returns in descending
order. The best performing stocks during the period will be assigned to P1, the second
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best to P2 and so on so forth. The momentum framework assumes that the portfolio
with the highest ranked stocks will perform best over the following holding period of K
months before reallocation. Let RP1 denote the return on a sub-portfolio, then it follows
that

E[RP1,K
] > E[RP2,K

] > . . . > E[RPm,K ].

Focusing at one particular sub-portfolio and introducing the weight vector,

X>i = (x1, x2, . . . , xk), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,

the return on that portfolio can be expressed as RPi = X>i Pi. Recall that Pi is the
return vector for that particular portfolio. Hence for a strategy consisting of a merely
long position, RP1 is the total return during a holding period of K months. If the
strategy contains one sub-portfolio with long positions and one sub-portfolio with short
positions, the total return is

R = RP1 −RPm

= X>1 P1 −X>mPm,

in the general case. Note that one expect X>mPm < 0, which implies the negative sign
in order to add the negative reutrn to total return of the strategy. In the case of a naive
strategy,

R =
1

k

(
e>P1 − e>Pm

)
, (2.2)

with k stocks in each portfolio, and e = {1, . . . , 1}>. The individual return Ri on a
stock entering a portfolio is measured at a J monthly basis. As mentioned earlier, a
momentum strategy assumes that a stock traded above its aggregated average over J
previous months will be expected to continue that trend the following K months. This
means that at time t, the return on a stock being a candidate for a long position has
the conditional expectation

E
[
Ri,t − E[Ri,t]

∣∣∣Ri,t−1 − E[Ri,t−1] > 0
]
> 0, (2.3)

and vice versa for a short position. From this property and the assumption of continuing
up-trends it also follows that the auto-covariance is positive, namely

E

[(
Ri,t − E[Ri,t]

)(
Ri,t−1 − E[Ri,t−1]

)]
> 0. (2.4)

Both expressions (2.3) and (2.4) originates from Jegadeesh & Titman (1993). In a real
market, there is of course no stock that continuously move in only one direction. Sooner
or later the positive excess return will most likely disperse and that is why the holding
period is limited to K months. Further there is no possibility beforehand of knowing
exactly how long the trend will continue meaning that the re-allocation factor of the
strategy is of great importance.

Remark 2.1. Jegadeesh & Titman (1993) labels expression
(2.4) as the cross-sectional covariance, however we think that
this may be incorrect since the expression clearly displays
covariance over time, that is, auto-covariance, whereas cross-
sectional covariance is measured between two di�erent series
at the same time moment.
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2.2 Seasonal Adjustments to Momentum

Since there exists statistical evidence in published literature (see: Haug & Hirschey
(2006), He et al (2004), Sias (2007)) about seasonal anomalies in stock return data,
one can adapt a strategy to start the formation period such that the timing captures
these anomalies in desired direction. For example, one might expect that an ongoing
trend will culminate at the end of a quarter because of earning reports and institutional
window dressing2, which suggests that the holding period will end simultaneously due
to decay in excess returns afterwards. In similar fashion, a momentum strategy can be
designed such that it either excludes January completely or apply a contrarian strategy
that month in order to capture the reversal e�ect found in January.

These e�ects have been studied statistically, and have been giving such signi�cance
that strategies are developed after them. For example Haug & Hirschey (2006) showed
that tax-loss selling3 in December gave signi�cantly higher returns in January due to
buy-backs. Sias (2007) used J-month/K-month strategies and compared holding peri-
ods where January was included versus excluded and found severe negative returns in
January. That is due to the contrary nature of January with respect to a momentum
strategy. During Sias (2007) entire sample period (1984-2004), January comprised an
average monthly return of -11.54%. Moreover, Sias (2007) also constituted portfolios
that where held over quarters in order to capture the trend of window dressing. The
phenomenon of window dressing near quarterly reports becomes apparent since insti-
tutional investors tend to sell poorly performed assets and buy better performed ones
before closing the report. In the sample period of Sias (2007), a quarter ending month
on average yielded twice as much return as a non quarter ending month with January
excluded using J-month/K-month strategies. He et al (2004) strengthens both the Jan-
uary e�ect as well as the quarterly e�ect by examining the investment behaviour and
strategies of banks, funds, insurance companies and investment advisers.

The above �ndings are interesting because the repeatability of the occurrence might
provide a way for the construction of portfolios taking advantage of such trends. While a
passive portfolio automatically takes advantage of the phenomena, it must also be fully
invested during times when return are low or even negative. This leads to the advantage
of active management where one may choose when to invest and when to stay aside.
The more active a style of management is, the more turn-over costs are loaded onto the
portfolio which in turn lowers the net pro�t of the strategy. However, in this report an
assumption is made that no trading costs exist.

2Window dressing in this context, represents an act made by �nancial institutions where the idea is
to shrink/close bad investments and increase in well performing ones before leaving a �nancial report.
This is done to make the report and thereby the institutions performance look better.

3Tax loss selling is the act of realizing substantial asset losses in December to get a tax refund and
buy the asset back in January. Elton et al (2010) discusses both studies that strengthen this hypothesis,
as well as those who reject it.
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Chapter 3

Portfolio Optimization

One have often heard the expression that one should not put all eggs into one basket. The
logic behind is that if anything happens with that basket, all eggs might be ruined. The
logic behind portfolio optimization is based on the same concept as this famous words of
wisdom, if anything goes wrong with the stock where all funds are invested, one becomes
ruined. The justi�cation of investing in a portfolio rather than a single risky asset is
obvious. However, although one make the decision of investing in a collection of stocks
it does not necessarily guarantee that the risk-to-return relationship will be better, it
depends on the combination of stocks included. If their correlation is largely positive,
the prices will tend to move in the same direction and risk might not be signi�cantly
reduced. Contrary to just choosing an arbitrary portfolio (even a well diversi�ed one),
there is portfolio optimization where the right combination of stocks included will create
a better risk-to-return relationship for the investment. It means that through combining
di�erent stocks one could either obtain a higher expected return with the same level of
risk, or reversely, lower the level of risk while having the same expected return.

The mean of a portfolio is the sum of expected returns1 times the weight2 invested
in each individual stock. Let Xi be the weight invested in share i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
E[Ri] be the expected return at share i and RP be the return on the portfolio, then the
expression for the latter is given by

Rp =
N∑
i=1

XiRi, (3.1)

1The expected return is a pre-tax measure, which means that personal income-taxes are assumed
not to be present. This is important to be aware of in the empirical study as the results are gross-results
rather than net-results.

2All assets in this report are assumed to be in�nitely divisible, that is, a stock can be purchased
in fractional units. Without this assumption, the wealth cannot be allocated in exactly the weights
suggested by respective model (rounding will be needed in order to make purchases in integer units).
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and the expected return is

E[RP ] = E

[
N∑
i=1

XiRi

]

=
N∑
i=1

XiE[Ri].

Furthermore, the risk of the portfolio is a measure of dispersion around the mean, for
which there exists various methods of measurement. In this report, the risk measurement
used is variance (the average of squared deviations). Other examples of risk measures
are, semi-variance (that is, the average of squared deviations below the mean) and Value
at Risk3, which both are measures of downside risk4. However, both of these are trou-
blesome to use when measuring a portfolio rather than individual stocks and hence,
variance is an easier measurement to handle. Furthermore, assuming that distributions
are symmetrical around the mean, which is reasonable for well diversi�ed portfolios,
the variance measurement should order the portfolios equally as any downside-risk mea-
surement, which makes the use of variance appropriate. For more information about
risk measures, see Elton et al (2010). In Section A.1 in Appendix A, we show that the
variance, σ2

P , of a portfolio is given by

σ2
P =

N∑
i=1

X2
i σ

2
i +

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
j 6=i

XiXjσij, (3.2)

where

σ2
i = E

[(
Ri − E[Ri]

)2]
denotes the variance of stock i, and

σij = E
[(
Ri − E[Ri]

)(
Rj − E[Rj]

)]
is the covariance between stock i and stock j.5

An assumption is that all investors would desire a portfolio with low risk and a high
expected return, that is all investors are rational6. Portfolio optimization could be used

3For a given con�dence-level and time period, Value at Risk measures the least expected loss asso-
ciated with that con�dence-level over the time-period. (Elton et al (2010))

4The only relevant dispersion for an investor is the one occurring below the mean (if the investor has
a long position). Outcomes above the mean, on the other hand, are desirable since they will increase
the investor's wealth.

5When measuring historical data the numbers are found through the corresponding sample estimates.
How this is done will be explained about in Section 4.2.

6The assumption of rationality states that all investors share the same expectations about future
returns. This assumption is especially essential for the Optimum Return to Variability allocation model
which will be described in later sections of this chapter.
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in order to obtain a portfolio that re�ect these desires, where an asset-allocation model
determines which shares to include and what portion of the wealth to be assigned to
that share.

This chapter will present two di�erent asset allocation models, where the �rst section
introduces the risk-minimizing naive strategy, and the second covers the Optimum Return
to Variability Strategy which focuses upon maximizing an expected measure of portfolio
performance. This measure of performance will be explained about in Section 3.2 whereas
an ex-post measurement of portfolio performance will be presented in the last section of
this chapter.

3.1 The Naive Diversi�cation Strategy

The strategy presented in this chapter assigns equal weights of the portfolio to each share
included, that is Xi = 1/N , and such a strategy is referred to as a naive diversi�cation
strategy (see for example Tang (2003)). Here, the idea of portfolio optimization is to
form a portfolio where the e�ect of the individual variances are diversi�ed away, leaving
the mean of covariances between securities to be the entire risk of the portfolio alone,
that is, the Naive Strategy minimizes risk.

In Appendix A.2 it is shown that under this allocation model, (3.2) simpli�es to

σ2
P =

1

N

(
σ2i −σij

)
+σij, (3.3)

where σ2i and σij are indicating averages. The portfolio risk consists of two terms, σij and(
σ2i −σij

)
, which represents the systematic and unsystematic risk7 respectively. As more

and more securities are added to the portfolio, the unsystematic risk decreases and as
the number goes to in�nity, it vanishes entirely, that is,

lim
N→∞

σ2
P = lim

N→∞

[
1

N

(
σ2i −σij

)
+σij

]
= σij.

This shows that for very well diversi�ed portfolios, the total risk converges to systematic
risk. Solnik (1974) showed the implications of domestic diversi�cation for a number of
countries and his �ndings for the United States and the United Kingdom are shown
in Figure 3.1, where the vertical axis measures the risk of the portfolio as percentage
of risk for a typical domestic security. In the �gure, one can see that in the U.S., the
systematic risk accounts for approximately 27% of the total risk while in the U.K. the
systematic tends to account for about 34.5% of the total.8

In addition, the systematic risk itself can be expressed in a standardized way. By
dividing the covariance by the product of the individual standard deviations we get a

7The risk that is possible to diversify away is called unsystematic risk while systematic risk cannot
be eliminated.

8To add in this context is that in the study, Solnik (1974) allocated the portfolios randomly rather
than according to any allocation model.
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Image taken and modi�ed with permission from Professor
Bruno Solnik.

(a) United States

Image taken and modi�ed with permission from Professor
Bruno Solnik.

(b) United Kingdom

Figure 3.1: Domestic Portfolio Diversi�cation
A well diversi�ed portfolio contributes to a decreased level of risk.

factor called the correlation coe�cient which is denoted by ρij and is comparable for all
pairs of assets. The expression is

ρij =
σij
σiσj

, −1 ≤ ρij ≤ 1 ∀ i, j. (3.4)

A correlation coe�cient of 1 suggests that the assets are perfectly correlated, meaning
that the assets move perfectly together. In contrast, a coe�cient of −1 means that two
assets are perfectly negatively correlated and moves in exact opposite direction. These
cases are extremely rare and in fact the correlation coe�cient is usually somewhere in
between the two extremes. A third case which is preferable for not so well diversi�ed
portfolios is to have the correlation as close to zero as possible. As an example, suppose
that a portfolio only contains two assets with ρ = 0. In such a case9, expression (3.3)
will shrink to

σ2
P =

1

2
σ2i ,

which indicates that the total portfolio risk is equal to the risk of one of the individual
assets. The correlation between stocks from di�erent countries tend to be quite small,
as shown in Figure 3.2, which demonstrates what Solnik (1974) found concerning inter-
national diversi�cation. The �gure shows how approximately 15% of the total risk in
the U.S could additionally be diversi�ed away through diversifying international rather
than domestically alone. Furthermore, only in the case when all available stocks are
being included in the portfolio, the Naive Strategy act as an optimizer and this is due
to minimizing the unsystematic risk. However, although risk-minimizing, it does not
consider the expected return at all. In the case of all stocks being included this factor
does not a�ect the result in the strive for the optimal portfolio, but if only a fraction

9Note that this can only occur if the covariance between the assets is zero since σi, σj 6= 0. The
covariance can only be zero if the excess return of one of the assets is zero.
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Image taken and modi�ed with permission from Professor
Bruno Solnik.

Figure 3.2: International Portfolio Diversi�cation
Through adding international securities in the portfolio, additional risk could be diversi�ed away.

of all available stocks are included, the strategy does not guarantee the optimum risk-
return relationship and neither assures that the best combination of stocks are included.
Roughly speaking one can say the Naive Strategy is a portfolio optimizing model when
all stocks are included and an asset allocation model when not.

Remark 3.1. The point from Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 holds
up to date although the underlying study may not do (due to
increased globalization); through adding securities with low
correlation, total risk decreases.

3.2 The Optimum Return to Variability Portfolio

If one hypothesize all possible portfolios in a diagram with risk at the x-axis and expected
return at the y-axis, a set of di�erent possible portfolios can be visualized. Within
this set lies all possible portfolios (combinations of weights are slightly changed between
portfolios) and the E�cient Frontier is the part of this curve that represents the optimal
choices in a world without risk-free lending or borrowing. This is demonstrated in Figure
3.3 where the e�cient Frontier is the curve connecting A, B, and C. Point F is not
included since through investing in C gives a higher expected return but the same level
of risk and point D is not included since investing in B gives a lower level of risk with
the same expected return. Point A represents the combination of stocks that has the
lowest amount of risk and is called the Minimum Variance Portfolio.

The E�cient Frontier arises from assuming that all investors share the same expec-
tations concerning security behaviour. If one assumes all investors being able to borrow
and lend at the same risk-free interest rate, r (which of course is a quite crude assump-
tion in the sense that the real world rates di�er in borrowing and lending), the E�cient
Frontier is represented by the Capital Market Line:

E[RP ] = r + θσP , (3.5)
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Image taken and modi�ed from Elton et al (2010), with
permission from John Wiley & Sons Publications.

Figure 3.3: Portfolio Possibilities
All portfolio choices are represented in a possibilities set (represented by points on the grey area in
the �gure). In a world without risk-free lending and borrowing, the concave part of the boundary of
this set represents the E�cient Frontier. In a world with risk-free lending and borrowing, the E�cient

Frontier is represented by the straight line.

where θ represents some risk premium. Furthermore, investors are assumed to be risk
averse (that follows directly from the assumption of rationality) which causes the preim-
ium to be positive, that is,

θ > 0.

This risk premium is the additional amount of expected gain above the risk-free interest
rate relative to the risk of the portfolio. Mathematically this means that

θ =
E[RP ]− r

σP
.

A derivation of the Capital Market Line from Equation (3.5) is presented in Appendix
A.3, although the proof for portfolios along it being optimal contra any portfolio along
the curve in Figure 3.3 (except for the portfolio in the tangency point) is being left out.
However, if θ were to be increased, which is desirable since it represents a premium, the
slope of the Capital Market Line will increase. In addition, what is also preferred is a
higher risk-free rate that would shift the line upwards. Combining both e�ects pushes
the line up left causing that position to be superior to any point at the curve in the �gure
except the point of tangency between the two. This point of tangency represents the
optimal risky portfolio in a world with risk-free lending and borrowing where the investor
chooses not to borrow or lend. Other points at the Capital Market Line represents an
investment where the investor invests a part of the funds in the optimum risky portfolio
while simultaneously lending or borrowing at the risk-free interest rate. For further
details about the e�cient set of portfolios, see Elton et al (2010).
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3.2.1 The Optimum Return to Variability Ratio

In order to evaluate a portfolio's performance one should not stare blind at the ac-
tual return itself. A high historical return may be the lucky result of a very low risk
aversion investment and thus, cannot act as an indicator of future high returns. Port-
folio optimization concerns having a high expected return relative to risk and thus,
any performance evaluation must consider both of these parameters in order to make
a fair judgement. Markowitz (1952) assumed that su�cient statistics for evaluating
investment portfolios were portfolio return and variance, hence the correlation between
assets, as was the risk to be minimized in Section 3.1, was considered to be unnecessary.
Moreover, there exist several ways of measuring the performance of a portfolio, whereas
Demiguel et al (2009) used the turnover for each portfolio strategy, and the Certainty
Equivalent return for the expected utility of a mean-variance investor. Two other mea-
surements of performance that are very closely related, are the Return to Variability
Ratio and the Sharpe-Ratio, where Section 3.3 will describe the latter in more detail.

The Return to Variability ratio, θ, was proposed by Sharpe (1966) as a method of
measuring portfolio performance and was initially based upon Tobin (1958). Sharpe
(1966) argued that the higher reward to investing in risky securities is preferable to less
and thus, de�ned the premium to be the Return to Variability ratio. Recall that

E[RP ] = r + θσP ,

and that θ represents the risk premium. This risk premium is the Return to Variability
ratio.

De�nition 3.1. The Return to Variability ratio is the di�er-
ence between the portfolios average return and the risk-free
interest rate, divided by the standard deviation of the port-
folio.

θ =
E[RP ]− r

σP
(3.6)

The better investment is the portfolio with the higher premium, or equivalently, the
higher Return to Variability. This leads to another way of optimizing a portfolio, that
is, maximizing the Return to Variability ratio:

max
E[RP ]− r

σP
,

s.t.
N∑
i=1

Xi = 1

(3.7)

Depending on whether short-selling is allowed or not, or if one require some minimum
dividend yield, constraints can be added to this maximization problem. As stated above,
the constraint simply means that the sum of all weights must equal one.
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Remark 3.2. In order to maximize expected return, the
model must also minimize risk whereas a risk minimizing
model does not necessarily have to maximize expected return.
This statement is consistent with the two models presented in
this chapter, where the Optimal Return to Variability Strat-
egy considers both the return and risk when allocating weights
in the portfolio since it is maximizing the expected excess re-
turn over the risk-free interest rate. In contrast, the Naive
Strategy only seeks to minimize the unsystematic risk.

3.2.2 Short Selling Allowed

As mentioned previously, the E�cient Frontier without risk-free lending and borrowing
is the curve which represents all the possible portfolio combinations that generates
the optimal risk-return relationship. Figure 3.4 shows the E�cient Frontier with short-
selling allowed. The arrows at the ends of the curve represents that there is no restriction
to take negative positions from the dashed line in order to be able to buy more on
the solid line (or the reversal but this would violate the assumption of rationality). In
addition, the solid line represents the Capital Market Line, which is the E�cient Frontier
under the assumption of risk-free lending and borrowing.

Image taken and modi�ed from Elton et al (2010), with
permission from John Wiley & Sons Publications.

Figure 3.4: The E�cient Frontier − Short Selling Allowed.
The curve represents the E�cient Frontier when there is no risk-free lending or borrowing. Point A
represents the minimum variance portfolio, that is all funds invested into the least risky asset, while
the Capital Market Line represents the E�cient Frontier under the assumption of risk-free lending

and borrowing. The tangency point between these two, B, is the optimum portfolio when the investor
chooses not to lend or borrow even if the option exist.
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In order to �nd the curve for an arbitrary portfolio under mean-variance analysis, one
must solve the maximization problem of θ in (3.7) as a function, letting 0 ≤ r < E[RP ].10

By acknowledging the constraint in the problem, r can be rewritten into

r = 1r =

(
N∑
i=1

Xi

)
r =

N∑
i=1

(
Xir
)
.

Through substituting (3.1) and (3.2), into (3.7), the maximization problem can be ex-
pressed as

max

∑N
i=1Xi

(
E[Ri]− r

)[∑N
i=1X

2
i σ

2
i +

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1
j 6=i

XiXjσij
]1/2 ,

s.t.
N∑
i=1

Xi = 1.

The solution to this problem consists of solving a system of simultaneous equations
where the derivative of θ with respect to the weight vector X is taken, such that

∂θ

∂X1

= 0

∂θ

∂X2

= 0

...
∂θ

∂XN

= 0.

In Appendix A.4, the proof of the derivation's result is given. The result of the derivative
of θ with respect to Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N is

∂θ

∂Xi

= −(λX1σ1i + λX2σ2i + . . .+ λXiσ
2
i + . . .+ λXN−1σ(N−1)i + λXNσNi) + E[Ri]− r = 0,

where

λ =

(
E[Ri]− r

)
σ2
P

.

10The upper bound of r follows directly from θ being positive;

θ > 0

⇐⇒E[RP ]− r
σP

> 0

⇐⇒E[RP ]− r > 0

⇐⇒E[RP ] > r,

and is logical since if the interest rate were higher than the expected return on the portfolio, the
investor's obvious choice would be to invest all funds at the risk-free rate, which also is veri�ed through
the assumption of rationality.
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One should mention that this technique has a downside. It can be shown that if
this is programmed in a software without giving any restrictions to how much one single
asset can be sold short, the software will plausibly give a solution that shows o� the
chart numbers in terms of weights, risk and return while keeping the ratio at a reasonable
level. To exemplify this, consider an investment A yielding 10% return at 20% volatility.
There is also an investment B yielding 50% return at 100% volatility. For simplicity,
the risk-free rate is zero. From (3.6), both A and B has a ratio of 0.5, however even
though the return might seem appetizing in B, the risk is tremendous and therefore the
alternatives may not be equally attractive after all.

There are two ways of solving this programming problem. The �rst solution is
obtained by setting a boundary constraint on each individual asset, that is l ≤ Xi ≤ u
for some weight within two arbitrary boundaries. This will eliminate the possibility
of having abnormal weights, however this method is both problematic in a sense of
practically setting up constraints in a solver, as well as not being particularly generic.
The second solution is referred to as the Lintner De�nition of short sales and was
proposed in Lintner (1965).

De�nition 3.2. The Lintner de�nition of short-selling states
that in addition to collateral, the investor must secure the
short-selling with cash equal the value of shorted stocks, caus-
ing the restraint in the maximization problem to be

N∑
i=1

|Xi| = 1.

This approach is preferable to use rather than the classical since it tends to be more
real world realistic11 .

3.2.3 Short Selling Disallowed

Many institutional investors such as pure equity funds, mixed funds and pension funds
are restricted from short selling which in turn gives a narrower spectrum of combining
assets, but is considered a less risky portfolio construction because the nature of short
selling involves committing to a position with endless loss potential. In Figure 3.5, in
the world without risk-free lending and borrowing, the available options for an investor

11The classical de�nition of short-selling assumes that when investing short, the funds realized from
the shorting will be available for further investments. In the real world however, money must be held
as collateral in order to secure that the investor will be able to repurchase the shares in the future.
The Lintner de�nition of short selling tends to re�ect the real world better since it assumes that no
funds from the realisation of the short selling will be available for further investment. In addition, the
investor must put up further cash equal to the value of stocks being held short which do not generate
any interest (unless the investor is a broker-dealer which could give the possibility of earning interest).
The mathematical di�erence between the two is that the constraint in the optimization problem is∑N

i=1Xi under the classical de�nition and
∑N

i=1 |Xi| under the Lintner de�nition. Looking at the two
versions one can see that with the classical de�nition, the procedure of shorting and longing has an
in�nite amount of possibilities while the Lintner de�nition provides more reasonable weights of shorting
and longing. For more information, see Lintner (1965)
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who is restricted from short sales lies on the gray curve connecting A - B - C which is
a closed interval.

In mathematical terms, this restriction of short selling is set up by adding an addi-
tional constraint to the problem that now becomes

max

∑N
i=1Xi

(
E[Ri]− r

)[∑N
i=1X

2
i σ

2
i +

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1
j 6=i

XiXjσij
]1/2 ,

s.t.
N∑
i=1

Xi = 1,

Xi > 0.

This additional last constraint ensures that the software used will only consider positive
portfolio positions.

Image taken and modi�ed from Elton et al (2010), with
permission from John Wiley & Sons Publications.

Figure 3.5: The E�cient Frontier − Short Selling Disallowed
The curve represents the E�cient Frontier when there is no risk-free lending or borrowing. Point A is
the minimum variance portfolio while point B, represents the maximum return portfolio, which has all
funds invested into the asset that has the highest expected return. The straight Capital Market Line,
is the E�cient Frontier under the assumption of risk-free lending and borrowing while the tangency
point, C, is the optimum portfolio when the investor chooses not to lend or borrow even if the option

exist.

3.3 The Sharpe-Ratio

In order to evaluate the risk-return performance of portfolios, a standardized measure
is needed. Sharpe (1966) suggested the previously described Return to Variability ratio
to be such a measure which has become a widely used measurement of portfolio per-
formance ever since (see for instance Sortino & Price (1994) and Best et al (2007)).
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Moreover, Sharpe (1994) describes an ex-post version of this measure, the Ex-Post
Sharpe-Ratio, and de�nes it to be the average di�erence between historical returns of the
portfolio and some benchmark12 portfolio, divided by the historic standard deviation of
this return. Put mathematically, let

Dt = RPt −RBt , (3.8)

be the di�erence in return at time t, between RP,t and RB,t that represent the portfolio-
and benchmark return at time t respectively. Then

D=
1

T

T∑
t=1

Dt (3.9)

represents the estimated mean of excess returns while the sample estimated variance of
these di�erences in return is

S2 =
1

T − 1

T∑
t=1

(
Dt −D

)2
. (3.10)

De�nition 3.3. The Ex-Post Sharpe-Ratio, θ̂, is the mean
historical di�erence between the risky portfolio and some
benchmark portfolio, over the estimated sample standard de-
viation of the mean in di�erences, that is,

θ̂ =
D

S
. (3.11)

In the special case when the chosen benchmark is set to be a constant risk-free
interest rate, Equation (3.8) becomes

D =RP − r,

while (3.9) becomes

D=
1

T

T∑
t=1

(RPt − r). (3.12)

Through substitution in (3.10) follows

S2
P =

1

T − 1

T∑
t=1

(RPt −RP )2, (3.13)

12This benchmark is not to be confused with the benchmark index described in this thesis.
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where RP represents the sample mean of portfolio returns, and this last expression is
actually the sample variance of the risky portfolio, SP . Plugging these new measures in
Equation (3.11) gives

θ̂ =
RP − r
SP

.

This last expression is obviously an ex-post version of the Return to Variability ratio
described in Section 3.2. When the parameters in Equation (3.6) are estimated using
the historical mean and variance, the two versions of the Sharpe-Ratio equals.

The problem arising though, as in the case of the Return to Variability Ratio, is
that two portfolios with considerably di�erent scales of risk may end up having the
same Sharpe-Ratio. In a selection process however, Sharpe (1994) suggests that one
should choose a satisfying level of risk and balance the equation due to that constant.
The higher the Sharpe-Ratio, the better alternative.
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Chapter 4

Hypothesis Testing

During a study of �nancial data one could obtain a massive amount of statistics and
sample outcomes due to the unlimited possibilities of time perspectives and sample
sizes. Some of these statistics may strengthen a given theory while others may indicate
the reversal, which contributes ambiguity regarding the certainty of what the statistics
really indicate about the hypothesis's truthfulness. However, it is commonly known
that people often think they can see patterns in numbers that in fact is totally random
and should not be interpreted as an indicator for outcomes of future events, hence,
the importance of statistical tests concerning the validity of answers received from the
numbers are of the highest relevance.

A statistical test consists of a stated null hypothesis (H0) which is the theory to
be tested against the alternative hypothesis (HA) which act as the opponent. The test
will then end up suggesting the alternative hypothesis to be accepted through showing
that the null-hypothesis has insu�cient statistical evidence to be true, that is, the null-
hypothesis will be rejected. Conversely, if there is su�cient evidence in favour of the
null-hypothesis, this hypothesis will be accepted.

In order to show insu�cient evidence of a hypothesis, one need to use an observed
value of the test-statistic (t) and check whether it lies within the corresponding rejection
region (RR) associated with the critical value of the test-statistic, (T ). The observed
test-statistic is a number calculated from measures of the sample and the rejection
region is the interval which, if the test-statistic lies within it, will reject the null hypoth-
esis. In contrast, if the observed test-statistic ends up outside the rejection region, the
null hypothesis is accepted. Furthermore, although a hypothesis test might suggest a
hypothesis to be true, the truth may be the opposite, that is, an error has occurred.

De�nition 4.1. The signi�cance level of a test, α, is the
probability of a Type I error to occur which happens if the
null hypothesis is rejected when it is actually true, that is,

α = P (Type I error) = P (Reject H0|H0 is true).

The amount of tests are numerous and which one to use depends on what is going to
be tested. If one wishes to test two populations for equal variances one could for in-
stance use the χ2 -test and if one wishes to test for autocorrelation, the Durbin-Watson
Statistic could be used. However, the concern of this report is to compare the perfor-
mance of di�erent investment strategies, where the measure of portfolio performance is
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the Sharpe-Ratio, which composition consist of two random variables. This measure is
expressed as a number with a higher value assigned to the better alternative, whereas
testing the hypothesis of one population's (that is, one investment strategy's) Sharpe-
Ratio being signi�cantly higher than the other's, is the aim of the present research.
Jobson & Korkie (1981) presented a test to perform the desired task which later were
corrected by Memmel (2003). Moreover, another test of interest for this report is the
Student's t -test, which can test whether a sample's mean is higher than the average
or not, which is of interest if one would like to test for seasonality patterns. For more
information about hypothesis testing, see Wackerly et al (2007) and Montgomery (2000).

The �rst section of this chapter will introduce the reader to the p -value, followed by
the Student's t -test of equal means for small1 samples. The third and last section of
this chapter will present the test of equal Sharpe-Ratios.

4.1 The p -Value

When performing a hypothesis test the acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis is
dependent on the signi�cance level chosen by the researcher. However, since this α-level
is an option for all individual researchers, a hypothesis test from one researcher may not
have any relevance for another. As a solution to this problem, every hypothesis test has
an associated p -value which makes the test relevant, indi�erent of α-level preferences.

De�nition 4.2. The p -value represents the probability of
that the value of the critical test-statistic (T ) is at least as
big as the observed value (t), given that the null hypothesis
is true, that is,

p -value= P (T ≥ t|H0 is true).

The p -value is also the smallest value of α for which the null
hypothesis should be rejected.

A smaller p -value gives more support to reject the null hypothesis and hence, more sup-
port to accept the alternative hypothesis (which is the objective of the test). Moreover,
the null hypothesis should be rejected for all α ≥ p -value.

4.2 Student's t-test

The Students t -test is a small sample size statistics test that is used for sample of n ≤ 30
observations picked from a larger population. The larger population is assumed to be
normally distributed with mean µ and variance σ2, however the t -test among others
is according to Wackerly et al (2007) applicable even if the population has "modest
departure from normality". A demonstration of that the t-statistic is appropriate to use
for a small size sample, drawn from a population of approximately normal distribution
will be given before the t-statistic is introduced. The t -test is used to infer the signif-
icance in the di�erence between the mean of a sample and the mean of a population.

1A rule of thumb is that a small sample is a sample where n ≤ 30.
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The theoretical assumptions is that the sample has a normally distributed mean and an
unknown variance. The �rst theorem is a formality regarding the assumption about the
sample mean.

Theorem 4.1. Let Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn be a sample from a normal
distribution with mean µ and variance σ2. Then the sample
mean

Ŷ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

Yi,

is distributed normally with mean µŶ = µ and variance σ2
Ŷ

=
σ2

n
.

The next theorem is needed to see the transition from a population test to a sample
test. The proof of the theorem can be found in Appendix A.5.

Theorem 4.2. Let Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn be normally distributed ran-
dom variables with mean µ and variance σ2. Now de�ne Z
by

Z =
Ŷ − µ
σ

.

Then Z has a standard normal distribution, which is a normal
distribution with mean 0 and variance 1.

Now, in Theorem 4.2, Z = Y−µ
σ

and by using the properties of the sample mean and
variance in Theorem 4.1, Z can be written as

Z =
Ŷ − µŶ
σŶ

=
Ŷ − µ
σ
√
n

=
√
n
( Ŷ − µ

σ

)
. (4.1)

Recall the assumption in this test that the variance is unknown. This is taken care of by
introducing a variance estimator which is an unbiased estimator of σ2. The estimator
is given by

S2 =
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(Yi − Ŷ )2.

This estimator is used in the �nal t -test and makes the test unbiased for smaller samples.
The proof that S2 is an unbiased estimate for σ2 will not be covered in this report. From
Theorem 4.1, Equation (4.1) and the unbiased property of S2, σ can be substituted by
S and (4.1) can be written as

t =
√
n
( Ŷ − µ

S

)
,

which follows a Student's t distribution with (n−1) degrees of freedom2. The substitution
is not really that straight forward but it is enough for the scope of this thesis. The full
transformation as Z → t can be read in Wackerly et al (2007). The random variable

2Degrees of freedom determines the number of independent components in a set, such that the set
can be explained fully. As an example, in sample variance, d.f. is n − 1 where the nth term is the
sample mean and hence, a dependent component. (Box, 1978)
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t is the statistical value that will be evaluated against the rejection condition given by
the nature of the test. The limit of rejection for a speci�c test is given by a value t0
drawn from the t distribution and is a factor of level of signi�cance (denoted α) and the
number of degrees of freedom, usually denoted d.f.. For a two-tailed test, α is divided
by 2 since we have a rejection region at both tails of the distribution curve.

The null hypothesis regarding this small size sample test is given by

H0 : Ŷ = µ,

and the alternative hypothesis follows as

Ha :


Ŷ 6= µ if two-tailed test
Ŷ > µ if upper-tailed test
Ŷ < µ if lower-tailed test

,

where rejection is given by

Rejection Region :


|t| > tα/2, d.f. if two-tailed RR
t > tα, d.f. if upper-tailed RR
t < tα, d.f. if lower-tailed RR

.

If the rejection condition is achieved, the test rejects the null hypothesis and accept
that there is a statistical signi�cance between the sample and the population. Even if
a hypothesis is accepted, there might still be subject to error as explained in De�nition
4.1. For more information of t -tests, see Box (1978) and Wackerly et al (2007).

4.3 The Sharpe-Ratio Test

One of the main purposes of this report is to evaluate the performance (that is, the
Sharpe-Ratio) of one strategy towards another. In order to make this comparison at a
statistical signi�cant level, a hypothesis test is needed, where what test-statistic to use
depends on the distribution of the variable to be tested. The Sharpe-Ratio is a random
variable itself but also a function of other random variables, that is, the sample returns
and sample variances, which are assumed to be normally distributed. Moreover, the
di�erence in Sharpe-Ratios, Θ, contains four random variables (which all are assumed
normally distributed), causing Θ to follow an unknown probability distribution, which
must be known in order to make a statistical test.

The solution to this dilemma follows from De�nition 4.3 and the Multivariate Cen-
tral Limit Theorem (Theorem 4.3), which implies that one could derive the limiting
distribution of a function involving the unknown distributed sampling estimator Θ in-
stead, which enables the derivation of an approximate distribution called the asymptotic
distribution, of the variable.

De�nition 4.3. Let YT and Y be random vectors with dis-
tribution function FT and F respectively. Then YT converges
in distribution to Y if and only if for all x0 ∈ Rn, F (x0) is
continuous and lim

T→∞
FT (x0) = F (x0).
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Theorem 4.3.
The Multivariate Central Limit Theorem
Let Yt ∼ (y1, y2, . . . , yn), t ≥ 1 be a sequence of independent
identically distributed random vectors with zero mean and
covariance matrix Σ, which expected squared length are less
than in�nity3, that is,

E
[
||Yt||2

]
<∞.

By de�nition, the mean vector equal

ŶT =
1

T

T∑
t=1

Yt,

and the symmetric covariance matrix,

Σ =E[YtY
>
t ],

is non-negative de�nite. Further let

FT,n =
√
T
(
ŶT − E[ŶT ]

)
,

then, as T goes to in�nity, FT converges in distribution4 to
the multivariate normal distribution5, that is,

lim
T→∞

P (FT,n ≤ f) =

∫ f1

−∞
· · ·
∫ fn

−∞

e
−

1

2
x Σ−1x>(

2π
)n/2√

detΣ
dx1 · · · dxn, ∀ f ,

where x is a random vector with components −∞ <
x1, x2, . . . , xn <∞, and f equals FTn when exchanging E[ŶT ]
with the multivariate normal mean.
The resulting asymptotic distribution of FT is then the

mean and variance of the multivariate normal distribution,

lim
T→∞

FT,n = Nn

(
0,Σ

)
.

3The length of a vector, ||(·)||, is a number (it is not possible to take an expected value of a vector)
and equals the square-root of the sum of all squared components within the vector. When the expected
value of this squared length is less than in�nity, it means that the vector has a �nite number of
components, and that these components' respective expected values are �nite as well.

4Convergence in distribution means that the probability statements about FT is approximated to
the multivariate normal probability distribution function if the sample size is su�ciently large.

5A visualization of the multivariate normal distribution in the bivariate case is demonstrated in
Figure 4.1, and is created with the help of the software-programMATLAB

RO
with its Statistical Toolbox.
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Source: MathWorks (R2013b).

Source: MathWorks (R2013b).

Figure 4.1: The Multivariate Normal Distribution
The �gure demonstrates the multivariate normal distribution when there is two dimensions, which is

referred to as the Bivariate Normal Distribution.

MathWorks (R2013b) provides a code for generating the shapes in the �gure, this code was however
slightly modi�ed by the authors in the sense of changing the color scheme.
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Jobson & Korkie (1981) and Memmel (2003) showed that the application in the case
of testing for equal Sharpe-Ratios is �rstly done through letting

ŶT =
[
Di,Dj, S

2
i , S

2
j

]
be the idendependent identically distributed random vector of the excess return mean
and variances for portfolio i and j, whereD and S are de�ned as in Equation (3.12) and
Equation (3.13) respectively. The corresponding expectation of this unbiased estimate
then equals

E
[
ŶT

]
=
[
Di, Dj, σ

2
Pi, σ

2
Pj

]
.

It follows from Theorem 4.3 that
√
T
(
ŶT − E[ŶT ]

)
−−−→
T→∞

N
(
0,Σ

)
, where

Σ =


σ2
Pi σij 0 0
σij σ2

Pj 0 0
0 0 2σ4

Pi 2σ2
ij

0 0 2σ2
ij 2σ4

Pj

 ,

in which

σij = E
[(
Di −Di

)(
Dj −Dj

)]
denotes the covariance of the di�erences in excess return. However, since the di�erence of
Sharpe-Ratios is a function of ŶT , the asymptotic distribution of FT also must be found
which leads to the second stage of the process. Now, let G be a di�erentiable function
of E[YT ], G(Di, Dj, σ

2
Pi, σ

2
Pj), and let G

(
ŶT

)
be its empirical counterpart. Then, again

from Theorem 4.3, it follows that

√
T

(
G
(
ŶT

)
−G

(
E
[
ŶT

]))
−−−→
T→∞

N

(
0,

(
∂G

∂E[ŶT ]

)>
Σ ∂G

∂E[ŶT ]

)
,

where

∂G

∂E[ŶT ]
=

(
∂G

∂Di

∂G

∂Dj

∂G

∂σ2
Pi

∂G

∂σ2
Pj

)>
.

From this distribution one can then �nd the asymptotic estimators needed to perform
the hypothesis test. For more details about the multivariate normal distribution and
the multivariate central limit theorem, see Muirhead (2009), Koski (2013), MIT (2008),
Jobson & Korkie (1981), and Memmel (2003).

Recall the Sharpe-Ratio from De�nition 3.3;

θ̂ =
D

S
.
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The desired test is to check whether the Sharpe-Ratios of strategy i and j di�er:

H0 : Θd =θi − θj = 0,

However, Jobson & Korkie (1981) claims improvement in statistical properties if trans-
forming the di�erence to be

ΘD =SjDi − SiDj.

Furthermore, Jobson & Korkie (1981) states that the asymptotic distribution of this
transformed measure (Θ̂D) is normal with mean Θd and variance σ̂2

d (that is, Θ̂D ∼
N(Θd, σ̂

2
d)), where the variance is represented as the asymptotic counterpart. With the

use of the Taylor series expansion Jobson & Korkie (1981) calculated the assymptotic
variance of ΘD, however, a typographical error in the notations were found by Memmel
(2003) which corrected it to be,

σ̂2
D =

1

T

[
2S2

i S
2
j − 2SiSjSij +

1

2
D

2

iS
2
j +

1

2
D

2

jS
2
i −

DiDj

SiSj
S2
ij

]
,

in which

Sij =
1

T − 1

T∑
t=1

(
Dti −Di

)(
Dtj −Dj

)>
is the sample covariance, and where the test-statistic to use in the hypothesis test
according to Jobson & Korkie (1981) is proposed to be

z =
SjDi − SiDj√

σ̂2
D

.

However, Memmel (2003) argue against Jobson & Korkie (1981) about the improvement
in small samples comparisons and show that the statistic is numerically identical to the
simpli�ed measure

z =
θ̂i − θ̂j√

V̂
,

where

V̂ =
1

T

[
2− 2ρij +

1

2

(
θ̂2i + θ̂2j − 2θ̂iθ̂jρ

2
ij

)]
is the asymptotic variance of Θd, in which

ρij =
Sij
SiSj

.
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Moreover, Jobson & Korkie (1981) also conclude that the appropriate distribution to
use in a single comparison study is the standard normal distribution6. Furthermore,
they also conclude that all sample sizes are behaved well but recommended that the
sample size should be at least T = 24 in order to obtain less biased estimators. To sum
up, in order to perform a upper-tailed hypothesis test of Sharpe-Ratios, the hypothesis
is stated as follows:

H0 : θi = θj

HA : θi > θj if upper-tailed

HA : θi 6= θj if two-tailed

z =
θ̂i − θ̂j√

V̂

RR : z > Zα if upper-tailed

RR : |z| > Zα/2 if two-tailed.

For more details of z-tests, see Wackerly et al (2007) or Montgomery (2000).

Remark 4.1. As stated above, the Sharpe-Ratio hypothesis
test comes with the assumption of normally identically dis-
tributed random variables. The authors of this report are
however not sure that this assumption is appropriate in the
context of the empirical study in Chapter 5 since it violates
the dual nature of momentum strategies, where a positive
serial-correlation is expected between the formation and cor-
responding holding period. However, Leung & Wong (2006)
argue that this assumption of serial independence can be re-
laxed because the variables could easily be transformed to
be independent and identically distributed. Leung & Wong
(2006) shows an example of this transformation for a General-
ized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH)
model. In addition the assumption of normality indicates that
the di�erence in returns are not changing over time which
also could be a subject of violation. However, Leung & Wong
(2006) also argue that the assumption of normality can be
relaxed if applying Theorem 10 in Li & Wong (1999), causing
the result to be valid for portfolios with any distribution.

6The normal distributed variable has probability density function

f(x) =
1

σ
√
2π
e

−(x− µ)2

2σ2 , −∞ < x <∞,

where x is a random variable.
The standard normal distribution has mean and variance, µ = 0 and σ2 = 1 respectively.
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Chapter 5

Empirical Research

This chapter contains a presentation of the empirical studies of this report with regard
to the methods presented in previous chapters. The study covers a comparison between
the performance of a randomly selected portfolio, a Naive Momentum Portfolio, and
a Mean-Variance Momentum Portfolio with optimized weights based on ex-post data.
The portfolios are measured with a benchmark portfolio that is represented by the
OMX Stockholm Benchmark GI and evaluated over the whole sample period. Both of
the actively managed portfolios follows a quarterly reallocation pattern where a quarter
in the historical data represents a formation period as well as a holding period. Put in
the terms of Chapter 2, J = K = 3 in the J-month/K-month strategy.

The data for which the research is based upon is collected from <http://www.

nasdaqomxnordic.com/aktier/historiskakurser> and was auto-adjusted to total re-
turns1. The index from which the sampled data is collected is Stockholm Large Cap,
where companies with a market cap2 over one billion Euro are bundled. The total
amount of stocks in this sample ranges from 51 to 58 for the time interval 2001-09-02 to
2007-12-28, which gives a total study period of six years, or alternatively, 24 quarters3.
The time-period is deliberately chosen in order to remove the internet-bubble crash in
2000-2001 as well as the sub-prime mortgage crash starting in late 2007 and culminating
in 2008.4

Remark 5.1. The data collected for the purpose of analy-
sis in this thesis is provided from Internet sources which by
the authors are regarded as trust worthy. It is an important
disclaimer because a lot of Internet sources are regarded as
biased, false or may have other conditions that makes the
provided data inaccurate or incomplete.

In order to compute the Return to Variability Ratio for the portfolios, a risk-free interest
1Total return means that all splits and/or dividends are being adjusted for and reinvested into each

individual stock. Further this option is no longer available on their website after an update that was
made after the data collection.

2Cap is short for capitalization and market capitalization is the company value on the stock market,
that is, share price multiplied by total shares outstanding.

3The sample period is actually 25 quarters but one extra quarter is needed in order to �nd informa-
tion for the �rst formation period.

4The authors believes that in order to over-perform the market when its bullish should be harder
than when the market is bearish, and performance should be investigated when things are as its worse.
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rate is needed in order to calculate the excess return. Normally this rate is taken from
a treasury bill with short duration and since quarterly formations are dealt with, the
Swedish 3-month Treasury bill5, SSVX 3M (see Sveriges Riksbank (2013)), seems logical
and appropriate to use. A comparison of T-bills with di�erent durations was made
and the di�erences between them were minimal. In addition, a mean daily yield was
calculated over the entire sample period and showed to be 0.0036%. Since the change
over a span of several years in the average daily yield was 0.0003%, the authors concluded
that a �xed rate would be equally good. In addition, this rate is also the benchmark
used to calculate the ex-post Sharpe-Ratio for evaluation. The reason to use the T-bill
rate as benchmark rather than OMX BGI is due to that positive excess returns should
be easier obtained and thereby also the Sharpe-Ratios.

In addition to all assumptions necessary for the theoretical parts of this thesis, some
other assumptions must be made that may not re�ect a real market environment. This
is due to time, modelling, and data-limitations and the assumptions follows below:

Assumptions

1 No spread: Only closing prices are considered. In a real market one
must buy on the sell-side and sell on the buy-side. The di�erence is a
cost called spread.

2 No illiquidity: A large position may not be bought or sold without
moving the bid-ask spread. In this report, all positions may be liquidated
at desired times, and the act of trading does not a�ect security prices.

3 No transaction costs: Every trade in a real market is followed by a
commission fee for the brokerage service. This analysis will not account
for such costs.

4 No in�ation: The in�ationary element of a currency based economy
a�ects portfolio returns negatively, whereas de�ation has opposite e�ect.

5 Incomplete data: If a stock is not listed during an entire quarter, it
cannot be eligible for a portfolio. That is, the stock cannot be included
before it has been listed during a whole formation period.

6 Fixed risk-free interest rate: The T-bill changes microscopically from
day to day and therefore it is assumed to be �xed.

7 No lending or borrowing: Although Assumption 6 suggests the exis-
tence of a risk-free lending and borrowing rate, neither investment strat-
egy involves utilizing it (the Optimal Return to Variability Strategy uses
the risk-free rate only in the purpose of calculating the weight allocated to
each share. The possibility of lending or borrowing is never being taken
advantage of).

8 Short selling allowed: In the active strategies, short selling is allowed
and de�ned by the Lintner de�nition, described in Section 3.

5Treasury-bill is usually abbreviated with T-bill.
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Some of the assumptions above may be more relevant for active strategies rather than
passive, such as assumption 1-3, which all do neglect trade-associated costs. The mag-
nitude of the dispersion from a real market environment depend both of the size of the
trade as well as whether the investor is institutional or a private trader. Assumption
number 4 is irrelevant in the context of comparing strategies but is however relevant
to draw since the real value of money six years later in time may have changed. This
should be kept in mind while looking at numbers in tables and �gures. In addition, as-
sumption 5-7 states how the theory of previous sections is applied within this research,
where the two latter ones are essential for the Optimized Mean-Variance Portfolio since
a relaxation of these could possibly a�ect the resulting Optimum Portfolio. At last,
since short selling is only present in the active strategies, assumption number 8 can only
a�ect the portfolios under the momentum framework.

Analysis Tools

The use of a computer software is moreover essential in order
to both form the portfolios as well as perform the analysis,
and the authors has chosen to use Microsoft

RO
Excel in order

to do so. Excel is perhaps not the most advanced software
program, but gives a fairly good visual overview when
handling large data matrices which is a big advantage when
measuring data of irregular size. For example all months have
di�erent numbers of trading days, and all months being of
length 30 days would have been assumed, it would have been
less time-consuming to compute everything and easier to
model in another software such as MATLAB

RO
. In addition,

Excel has a decent amount of built-in commands in order
to use for statistical purposes. Moreover it contains tools
for sorting and solving constrained optimization problems as
well as displaying professional graphical representations.

The returns on the ith asset are represented in percentage units and calculated as
follows:

%Ri,t =
pi,t − pi,t−1
pi,t−1

,

where pi,t is the closing price of stock i the last day of the quarter t and pi,t−1 is the
closing price of previous quarter. Furthermore, each quarter has its own Sharpe-Ratio
(θ̂1) as calculated in (3.11), where the indexing represents the number of sampled di�er-
ences for which the ratio is calculated. In addition, a Sharpe-Ratio for the whole time
period denoted θ̂24 (that is, θ̂24 is calculated with 24 quarterly return-di�erences) is also
calculated in order to evaluate the performance of six years in total.

In the �rst section of this chapter, performance of the passive index and random portfolio
will be investigated. This follows by the two optimization models described in Chapter 3
in combination with (active) momentum strategies described in Chapter 2.
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Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
Average Return −1.30% 3.17% 0.03% 2.46% −1.40% −0.81%
t -Statistic (−0.83) (4.31) (−0.46) (0.78) (−1.05) (−0.72)

Month Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Average Return −0.44% 0.56% −1.05% 3.03% 1.44% 0.77%
t -Statistic (−0.34) (0.01) (−0.63) (1.08) (0.31) (0.10)

Table 5.1: Average Monthly Return on OMX Stockholm Benchmark GI with t-statistics.
The table gives the average return by respective month over a six year period in the �rst row. The
second row, where numbers are in brackets, represents the months' respective t-statistic. The only
month which shows statistical signi�cance at the 95% level, from the average monthly return is

February.

5.1 Passive Portfolios

A passive portfolio is a portfolio that is not reallocated but held passively during the
entire investment period and in this report they are created for comparable reasons in
order to see whether an active portfolio can outperform a passive one.

5.1.1 The Index Portfolio

The index to be measured in this thesis is the OMX Stockholm Benchmark GI and is a
value weighted gross index which as close as possible includes the same stocks as in the
sample data. The idea is to have a value weighted average measure of the performance
of our stocks during the study period. The total return of this index from 2002-01-03 -
2007-12-28 held as a passive portfolio was 67.33%. When annualizing quarterly returns,
the return were 11.16% with a volatility of 21.93%, resulting in a Sharpe-Ratio of 0.47.
This result is on par with what has been the historical average return on a benchmark.
The price development during this period is visualized in Figure 5.1. By looking at
the chart one can see that this time period is considered a bull market. This is mainly
determined by the thinner line which is the 200-day moving average6. If the slope is
positive the long trend is considered bullish while a bearish trend is represented by a
negatively sloping MA 200. This trend line is very important in long term technical
analysis but also measures business cycles. (Market In & Out, 2013)

Further, the average monthly return on the index were computed in order to see
if there were any visual or statistical trends in the data. The expectations were built
on previous research regarding seasonal as well as monthly e�ects discussed in Section
2.2. Figure 5.2 shows the respective average return by month on the benchmark in a
histogram, while Table 5.1 summarizes the statistics of the months.

6The 200-day moving average is always abbreviated MA 200, and serves as a well known benchmark
for long term trends. 200 days is the standard measure for such long term moving average.
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Figure 5.1: OMX Stockholm Benchmark GI
This Figure shows the total performance of the index portfolio held passive from 2002-01-02 to

2007-12-28. The moving average is an arithmetic average over the 200 trading days.

5.1.2 The Random Portfolio

A single random portfolio would not tell very much about the overall performance of
the strategy. Therefore, ten random portfolios was constructed in order to �nd average
measures for the strategy as a whole. These random portfolios were then calculated as
explained in Section 1.2, where a total of ten stocks were included in each portfolio. The
selection occurred with replacement, meaning that a picked stock in one portfolio also
is a candidate in the next one. The authors expected to see great variability between
the end-values, which was also the case. The strategy composed the highest overall
annualized return of 14.35% with a volatility of 20.39%, resulting in a Sharpe-Ratio of
0.66.

5.2 Actively Managed Portfolios

Actively managed portfolios are regarded as active because the original structure at
formation is altered during the life of the portfolio. This section will focus on active
management through momentum strategies described in Section 2.1, as well as mean-
variance optimization described in Chapter 3. The underlying characteristics found by
previous robust research about momentum strategies are expected being applicable to
the Swedish stock market, and the focus of the study in this report is upon comparing
the allocation strategies with equal time intervals rather than to study di�erent time
intervals as was made by Jegadeesh & Titman (1993). Quarterly formation periods as
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Figure 5.2: OMXS BGI − Average Return by Month
The histogram represents the monthly return on the index portfolio cathegorized by month.

well as holding periods are chosen for several reasons: (1) The time frame of a year
should be dividable with the total amount of periods as well as generate some samples
in order to measure the performance in a yearly basis, (2) an attempt to capture the
quarterly e�ects studied by Sias (2007), and (3) use an interval which gave a satisfying
amount of measurement points without violating the theory of Momentum Strategies.

5.2.1 The Naive Diversi�cation Momentum Strategy

The Naive Strategy, described in Section 3.1, assigns an equal weight to all shares
included in the portfolio (and for shares held short, this is the negative correspondent of
the weight). The inclusion is determined through the returns of the formation periods
(that is, the top-ten and bottom-ten performing stocks of the formation period represent
the long and short positions in the upcoming holding period respectively.) The �rst
formation period was the last quarter of 2001 giving the �rst investment results in the
end of the �rst holding period, that is, the end of march 2002. Each sub-sequent period
was determined in the same manner, until the last quarter of 2007.

Due to time-limitations we only consider the long-short portfolio, were the elements
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going into the portfolio P1,m was formed as

P>1,m =

[
P1

Pm

]>
=

[
R1,1 R2,1 . . . R10,1

R1,m R2,m . . . R10,m

]>
,

and

R1,m =
1

20
e>P1,me, e> =

[
1 1

]
.

The �rst row of P>1,m represents the portfolio of long returns and the second row the
portfolio of short returns.7. The periodic return on this portfolio is given according to
Equation (2.2). This decision of having all positions included into one portfolio rather
than holding one portfolio long and the other short omits the possibility of testing the
strategies with or without short-selling allowed, hence the strategy is depending on both
the top-performing stocks as well as the bottom-performing ones, where performance is
measured in terms of returns.

In Appendix B, all formation and holding periods over the the total of six years are
displayed. In addition, there is also a scheme of performance of the stocks included in
the holding periods. The obtained statistics are however summarized in Table 5.2 and
as the table indicates, the Sharpe-Ratio of the Naive Strategy measured in annualized
terms is 1.02, which is the highest overall among all portfolios. Compared to the Sharpe-
Ratio of the Benchmark, it seems that this strategy is preferred. However, in the next
section of this chapter, the signi�cance of these results are to be tested, and the portfolio
development of respective strategies are also displayed in Figure 5.3. Moreover, Figure
5.4 compares all the strategies over an average quarter as in a risk-return context.

5.2.2 The Optimized Return to Variability Momentum Strategy

The Optimized Mean-Variance Momentum Portfolio is created in order to see whether
the mean-variance model performs statistically better than the naive allocation method.
The procedure of creating this portfolio is somewhat more complicated in terms that
it involves more steps and much more computations in each of these steps. The data
sample was divided into quarters and sorted by return to variability ratios. The ten
stocks with highest ratio accounted for the long positions and the ten with the lowest
ratio was held in short positions. This gave each quarter a sample of 20 stocks where
half were held long and half were held short. Worth noting is that even if a stock
were eligible to a portfolio, it was not guaranteed to be assigned a weight since the
optimization method might assign a zero weight to several assets in each period. Over
the six years of data, weights for 24 of such portfolios were sorted and computed. The
weights and stocks were then transferred and paired together with historical return data
in the subsequent quarter, which gave a similar formation/holding strategy as a regular
return momentum strategy (as was used for the Naive Momentum Strategy).

7Note that this allocation is consistent with the Lintner De�nition of short selling:
1

20

(
10 + | − 10|

)
= 1.
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Time Period Return Accumulated Sharpe-Ratio

RP (%) Portfolio Value (%) θ̂1

2002
1st Quarter −4.75 95.25 −0.31
2nd Quarter 18.47 112.84 0.89
3rd Quarter 9.63 123.70 0.55
4th Quarter −3.80 119.00 −0.18

2003
1st Quarter 4.24 124.05 0.26
2nd Quarter 0.02 124.08 −0.01
3rd Quarter 7.32 133.16 0.40
4th Quarter 4.34 138.94 0.24

2004
1st Quarter 3.12 143.28 0.20
2nd Quarter 0.61 144.16 0.05
3rd Quarter −1.58 141.88 −0.15
4th Quarter 5.07 149.07 0.35

Total
2005

1st Quarter 4.09 155.17 0.23
2nd Quarter 4.22 161.71 0.19
3rd Quarter 2.14 165.18 0.14
4th Quarter −0.98 163.56 −0.06

2006
1st Quarter 3.94 170.00 0.47
2nd Quarter 2.23 173.79 0.12
3rd Quarter 0.71 175.02 0.04
4th Quarter −4.30 167.51 −0.39

2007
1st Quarter 6.52 178.42 0.43
2nd Quarter 3.83 185.25 0.29
3rd Quarter −1.81 181.89 −0.13
4th Quarter 2.92 187.20 0.25

Total 87.20 187.20

RP,24 2.76 %
r 0.22%

σP,24 4.96%
θ̂24 1.02

Table 5.2: Summary of the Naive Momentum Strategy
The �rst numeric column gives the portfolio total actual return per quarter as well as totally. The
second column gives the cumulative value of holding the portfolio over all periods. The third column

shows quarterly Sharpe-Ratios where the T-Bill is the benchmark return.
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Below is described how to use Microsoft
RO
Excel in order to perform the task of

optimizing a portfolio:

Vector algebra in Microsoft
RO
Excel

Let R be an n × n matrix of historical returns, and R be a
1 × n vector of mean returns computed from R. The n × n
excess return matrix RE is given by

RE =R
>
R,

and the n× n variance-covariance matrix is given by

Σ = RE
>RE.

Now, a n × 1 weight vector W is introduced, which will be
optimized once the solver in Excel is executed. First we need
two more components, the portfolio mean given by RP and
portfolio standard deviation given by σP . The equations are

RP =RW,

and

σP = W>ΣW.

With these components one can then use the built in solver
function with desired constraints and solve the constrained
problem in Equation (3.7).

Once the portfolio weights were optimized, all statistics for the actual data were
computed in each subsequent quarter with weights derived from the previous quarter.
The result of the analysis is covered in Table 5.3 while Figure 5.4 shows a graphical mean-
return comparison between the performance of the actively mean-variance Optimized
Portfolio contra the other strategies over all periods while Figure 5.3 demonstrates
the portfolio return process. The annualized Sharpe-Ratio ended up being lower than
the Benchmark which indicates that this strategy does not outperform the Benchmark
neither in returns nor in risk-adjusted returns. This might be explained by the sensitivity
of the inputs in the solver. It is important to stress that this type of model assumes
that the historical estimates applies the future, which rarely is the case. The statistical
signi�cance will be tested in Section 5.3.1.
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Time Period Return Accumulated Sharpe-Ratio

RP (%) Portfolio Value (%) θ̂1

2002
1st Quarter −4.55 95.45 −1.15
2nd Quarter 6.79 101.94 1.07
3rd Quarter −1.01 100.91 −1.77
4th Quarter 5.81 106.78 1.06

2003
1st Quarter −10.03 96.06 −0.78
2nd Quarter −0.75 95.34 −0.82
3rd Quarter −4.26 91.28 −1.72
4th Quarter −1.22 90.17 −0.55

2004
1st Quarter −0.04 90.13 −0.017
2nd Quarter 9.87 99.02 2.38
3rd Quarter 5.54 104.50 0.55
4th Quarter 4.13 108.82 0.365

2005
1st Quarter 1.65 110.62 0.55
2nd Quarter 25.39 138.70 1.89
3rd Quarter 16.12 161.14 47.89
4th Quarter 3.72 155.15 −0.60

2006
1st Quarter −6.80 144.60 −0.34
2nd Quarter 4.49 151.10 0.54
3rd Quarter 0.55 151.93 0.12
4th Quarter −10.02 136.71 −1.25

2007
1st Quarter 0.19 136.97 −0.18
2nd Quarter 2.83 140.85 0.99
3rd Quarter −6.70 131.42 −0.82
4th Quarter 2.02 134.07 1.65

Total 34.07 134.07

RP,24 1.51%
r 0.22%

σP,24 2.34%
θ̂24 1.10

Table 5.3: Summary of the Optimized Return to Variability Momentum Strategy
The �rst numeric column gives the portfolio total actual return per quarter as well as for the whole
period. The second column gives the cumulative value of holding the portfolio over all periods while

third column shows quarterly Sharpe-Ratios where OMXSBGI is the benchmark return.
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5.3 Evaluation of Results

As previously mentioned, only by looking at the outcomes of the di�erent strategies
and compare them towards each other will not give satisfactory answers in terms of
statistical evidence. However, looking at the outcomes themselves may be of interest
anyway. Looking at Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, one can observe that a lot of times both the
Naive Portfolio and the Optimized Mean-Variance Portfolio move in the same direction,
but some deviations still exist. The most obvious case is that the Optimized Portfolio
yielded negative returns during all quarters in year 2003 while in the same time the Naive
Portfolio had its only year yielding positive returns alone. Moreover, the remaining years
of the Naive Portfolio contained only one negative quarter each, which also applies in
year 2005 where the Optimum Portfolio had only positive results, whereas the Optimized
Portfolio had two quarters where two periods gave negative returns. May this be a result
of that a return momentum strategy outperforms a Sharpe-Ratio momentum strategy
in terms of predicting the market movements? This question arose with the results in
hand and will not be covered in this empirical study due to time limitations. However,
the topic is a potential object of further investigation.

Looking at the accumulated value of the portfolios, which are graphically represented
in Figure 5.3, the Naive Portfolio outperforms the Optimized Portfolio when comparing
total return over the full period. A reason for that may be because the Naive Portfolio
ran positive returns in the beginning of the period while the Optimized Portfolio started
of with many losses. In fact, the Naive Portfolio value was never below the initial
investment whereas the Optimized Portfolio crossed this boundary the �rst quarter of
year 2003. When the positive returns of the Optimized Portfolio made it rise, the original
value of the portfolio had already decreased enough to make the break-even point occur
almost half way into the period of research.

In addition, the results of the negative returns are also re�ected in the column with
quarterly measured Sharpe-Ratios which has slightly more negative values than the
return column. It is important to add here, that a negative Sharpe-Ratio contains no
information at all about risk-return relationship, only positive values can provide such
information.

However, since the main purpose of this study is to investigate whether the risk-
return relationship between strategies di�er, statistical tests must be applied in order to
answer that question at a statistical signi�cant level. The average quarterly risk-return
relationship for each portfolio is demonstrated graphically in Figure 5.4, where also an
ex-post e�cient frontier and optimum portfolio are plotted8.

5.3.1 Hypothesis Testing

This section covers the results from the hypothesis tests performed using the estimates
derived in previous sections. Both the Student's t -test as well as the Sharpe-Ratio test
has been included in the study where the t -test compare the quarterly returns of each

8The meaning of ex-post in this context is that this e�cient frontier is derived when the risk-return
is already known, meaning that the investing in the tangency portfolio could only have been obtained
through investing in the Optimized Portfolio at the origin of the study period, and that the expected
values put in the optimizer would have been estimated with perfect accuracy of future results.
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portfolio against the average quarterly return of the Benchmark, while the Sharpe-Ratio
test investigates whether the Sharpe-Ratios of the active strategies di�er from each other
as well as if they di�er from the Sharpe-Ratio of the Benchmark.

All strategies for both tests possessed 24 points of measurement, one for each quarter
during the six year period. This sample size results in the Student's t -test to be a small
sample size as well as it causes the sample size recommendation of the Sharpe-Ratio
test given by Jobson & Korkie (1981) to hold.

Student's t -test

In order to investigate whether either of the active portfolios outperformed the average
of the Benchmark, upper-tailed Student's t -tests were used in the hypothesis testing.
The t -tests was executed consistently with the theory of Section 5 of this report and gave
a critical value of t > t0.025,23 = 2.069 (α = 0.05) to measure the test-statistics against.
For the Naive Portfolio, the calculated test-statistic ended up being t = −0.039, which
gives an acceptance of the null-hypothesis of that the return of this portfolio equals the
average Benchmark at a p− value = 52.0% level of signi�cance.

In addition, the Optimized Portfolio yielded a test-statistic of t = −0.7856, which in
absolute value also was smaller than the critical value and thereby gave an acceptance
of the null-hypothesis at a statistical signi�cance level of 78%.

The results from both t -tests above shows that the active strategies' deviations
around the Benchmark was not statistically measurable which translates into the returns
of both Momentum Strategies being statistically insigni�cant versus the average return
of the index portfolio.

The Sharpe-Ratio Test

The Optimized Mean-Variance Portfolio had the annualized Sharpe-Ratio, θ̂O,24 = 0.33,
whereas the Naive Momentum Portfolio had θ̂N,24 = 1.02, and the Benchmark had
θ̂B,24 = 0.47. By only comparing these numbers towards each other, intuition suggests
that the Naive Portfolio should outperform the other portfolios in terms of risk-return re-
lationship. This causes the upper-tailed z -test to be the relevant one since the question is
if the Naive Portfolio has statistical signi�cance of having a higher valued Sharpe-Ratio.
The di�erence of Sharpe-Ratios between the Optimized Portfolio and the Benchmark
is thus quite lower and it is not obvious what inferences should bee. The resulting test
that was performed was therefore a two-tailed test based on the question of whether the
Sharpe-Ratios di�er at all.

The Sharpe-Ratio hypothesis tests based on the theory of Section 4.3 was performed
with an α -level of 0.05, resulting in a critical value of z0.05 = 1.645. The test-statistic
for the alternative hypothesis of that the Naive Portfolio had a higher Sharpe-Ratio
than the Benchmark was calculated as to be zN,B = 1.553, which resulted in acceptance
of the desired stated alternative hypothesis at a signi�cance level of 6.02%, hence, all
researches having a desired con�dence level of less than 6.02% should reject the alter-
native hypothesis and accept the null hypothesis which states that the two ratios are
equal.
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The test-statistic between the Naive Portfolio and the Optimized Portfolio turned
out to be zN,O = 2.148 which accepts the alternative hypothesis of that the Naive
Portfolio has a higher Sharpe Ratio at a con�dence of 98.41%, meaning that the test is
valid for researchers who desire a con�dence level down to 1.59%.

The two-tailed test-statistic of whether the Optimized Portfolio and the Benchmark
Portfolio di�er in terms of Sharpe-Ratios scored a value of merely zO,B = −0.3778,
with statistical insigni�cance at 35.27% α -level. Thereby the alternative hypothesis of
unequal Sharpe-Ratios should be rejected at any reasonably level of con�dence, that is,
no statistical evidence of that the Sharpe-Ratio di�ered between the Optimized Portfolio
and the Benchmark were obtained.

To summarize the results of all hypothesis tests, it is not possible to see statistical
evidence of that any of the active strategies would outperform the Benchmark in terms
of return, whereas in terms of risk-return relationship the Naive Portfolio outperformed
the optimized portfolio with a p -value of 1.59% and the Benchmark with a p -value of
6.02%. No evidence was found of that the risk-return relationship between the Opti-
mized Portfolio and the Benchmark Portfolio should be di�erent.

Figure 5.3: Portfolio Development
The �gure demonstrates how all the portfolio returns developed during the period 2002-2007. The

Random Portfolio outperforms all the other strategy in terms of return while the Optimized Portfolio
forms the worse alternative and the Benchmark and the Naive Portfolio lie somewhere in between the

two. From the perspective of an investor, the graph of the Naive Portfolio represents the better
looking one since it has a nice stable upward-going trend whereas the temporary

downward-movements are quite small.
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Figure 5.4: Risk-Return Visualization
The �gure demonstrates an average quarter of the risk-return relationship for each portfolio as well as the individual stocks over the time period

2002-2007. The Random Portfolio posits almost as much risk as investing all funds in the asset Lundin Petroleum B alone, that is, putting all the eggs
in the same basket, and the Benchmark OMX looks to under-perform the Optimized Portfolio in terms of risk-return. The Naive Portfolio thus, almost
end up at the hypothetical ex-post e�cient frontier (in a world without risk-free lending or borrowing), which indicates that it has a better risk-return
relationship than all the other portfolios or individual assets. It is important to understand that the portfolio in the point of tangency is found in the
end of the study period and represents a hypothetical portfolio based on an average performance of a six year passive strategy. The data consists of

1505 daily observations, demeaned and aggregated to represent an average quarter.
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Conclusion

The main focus of the study in this thesis was to make a fair comparison between the
di�erent investment strategies explained about in the theoretical part, to see whether ac-
tive portfolio management could impose a better risk-return relationship to an investor
than a passive index strategy. Our original objectives were to �nd signi�cant statisti-
cal evidence of that at least one of the active strategies should outperform the passive
benchmark, especially the Optimized Momentum Strategy, and in our early believes we
thought that adding the best of several strategies could revolutionize asset allocation
management. It turned out that one of the active strategies gave satisfactory results
while the other gave disappointing ones. The Naive Momentum Strategy outperformed
the Mean-Variance Strategy and the results are robust both statistically and economi-
cally. It also outperformed the Benchmark portfolio in terms of empirical returns and
risk-adjusted returns, which despite the fact that the Sharpe-ratio test did not reach
95% level of con�dence, we decide to accept the statistical signi�cance of the test as well.
The Mean-Variance model on the other hand, underperformed the others economically,
but was statistically di�erent only to the Naive strategy, but not to the Benchmark.
These results may be due to several explanations. We argue that our Naive portfolio
that comprises twenty assets in every quarter, diversi�es away much of the unsystematic
risk as shown in Solnik (1974), while believing that returns are obtained by holding out-
performing assets over quarters. To argue against the active allocation models, we are
obliged to comment on the fact that no transaction costs have been taken into account
in this analysis. The main conclusion is that we found momentum e�ect in returns in
the time frame we chose, however enabling portfolio optimization did not signi�cantly
give higher risk adjusted returns. If we made an investment recommendation based
on this thesis, we would recommend utilizing a Naive Return Momentum Strategy as
explained in the theoretical part.

The �rst aim of the empirical analysis was to cover a sample-period of twelve
years. However, daily data series of unequal size between sub-periods makes the sorting
progress of the analysis very time consuming, contrary to for example assuming that
each month has thirty days. Soon after the beginning of the analysis we realized that the
sample period had to be cut down in order to �nish the empirical part within deadline.
Moreover, we could not employ these theories to extend the study into several time in-
tervals. Other limitations are naturally given by the computationally, and data-related
assumptions given in the introduction to the analysis. Assumptions naturally limits the
reliability of the study since they are ignoring factors that actually a�ect the outcome
in a real market environment. As an example, transaction costs such as for instance
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commission fees increases the total price that the investor has to pay in order to trans-
fer positions, which further would lower the pro�t in the context of active management.
Taxes on each pro�t realization is another parameter which a�ects net return.

Further research within this topic must �rst of all be referred to as extending the
sample period in order to collect more measurement-points. This could, in addition to
increasing the sample size, give an analysis covering the average market environment
rather than a bull market alone. This extension may yield results that propose another
strategy to be superior.

In addition, as stated in Remark 4.1, there is a contradiction between the assumption
of normally identically distributed random variables when performing the hypothesis
test of equal Sharpe-Ratios. Leung & Wong (2006) argue that these assumptions can be
relaxed, but Ledoit & Wolf (2008) claim that because of this underlying assumption's
failure of being met, the test is invalid. Moreover, Ledoit & Wolf (2008) suggests another
test to perform the task, a test for which bootstrapping is needed in order to perform.

Another approach of the research is to extend the analysis through covering sev-
eral di�erent momentums. Testing the strategies for various lengths of formation and
holding periods in a similar fashion as did Jegadeesh & Titman (1993), in order to
examine whether the Mean-Variance Momentum generally performs better under a dif-
ferent momentum pattern. In addition, the search for momentum could also have a
shifted focus from seasonal patterns to stock-markets within di�erent industries. The
momentum would then be evaluated in regard to the industries' maturity-stage in the
business cycle. The start could be to search for serial correlation across industries and
continuing with a search for lagged e�ects. Moreover, due to the time-series structure of
momentum strategies, a very interesting angle would be to approach the research using
methods developed for investigating such structures.

One may also discuss the validity of using historical data to estimate future perfor-
mance. It is well known that history will not exactly repeat itself, but on the other
hand it is much easier to comprehend a value given from ex-post data and assume that
it will hold, rather than trust a value that is synthetically made in an advanced model.
Therefore an extension to this thesis might be to investigate the actual estimation er-
rors given by ex-post estimators, and use methods which shrinks these estimation errors.
Estimates may also be derived through regression analysis, from one of the many ex-
isting variants of CAPM. In addition, there is not only further methods of estimating
parameters that exists, but also other optimization models such as the Black-Litterman
model to consider in future research.

As an endnote, the biggest problem of portfolio management is to �nd the estimates
of future returns. In hindsight, one can achieve massive returns to little risk, but the
problem is incorporating the model such that it holds in an uncertain future. Financial
mathematics is a very young science with much contradictions and inconclusive results
due to the characteristics of a �nancial market.

"The stock market is �lled with individuals who know the price of everything,
but the value of nothing." − Phillip Fisher
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Fulfilment of Thesis Objectives

The content of this section is the thesis requirements of the Swedish National Agency for
Higher Education. Each objective begins with a quotation taken from "How to Write
a Thesis", written by Sergei Silvestrov, Anatoliy Malyarenko and Dmitrii Silvestrov,
which describe all the individual objectives. Every objective is followed by a discussion
where the authors advocate how the ful�lment was achieved.

Objective 1

"For Bachelor degree, students should demonstrate knowledge and under-
standing in the major �eld of study, including knowledge of the �eld's sci-
enti�c basis, knowledge of applicable methods in the �eld, specialisation in
some part of the �eld and orientation in current research questions."

Ful�lment: In this thesis, the authors has demonstrated a broad general knowledge
in mathematics, where the �rst to mention is Section 3.2 with belonging appendix,
Section A.4, where Calculus is essential in the sense of optimization problems and their
constraints. Moreover, vector algebra serves a purpose in Section 2.1 but even a greater
role in the empirical research. In order to perform the study, Microsoft

RO

Excel 2010 has
been used to form the portfolios in a manner that the theory suggests. However, in
order to manage Excel, knowledge in vector algebra is fundamental when programming
the matrix equations.

Furthermore, in Appendix A, �ve mathematical proofs are presented. Most of these
proofs are derived by the authors themselves which requires general knowledge in alge-
bra, calculus and statistics.

Probability theory are present mostly in Section 1.2 and Section 4.3, but also appears
in footnotes all over the theoretical part of the thesis. Another �eld of mathematics that
appears in di�erent parts of the report is statistics, and this is also the �eld which the
authors specializes within. It begins with signi�cantly deeper knowledge of theory (see
for instance Chapter 4 and Section 3.3) and is from there undoubtedly visible in the
empirical part where statistics lay the ground for the whole analysis of Large Cap,
Nasdaq OMX Stockholm.

At last, within the time frame of ten weeks, the authors has become familiar with
the concept of Momentum Strategies that is an investment strategy a�ecting both the
portfolio allocation and turnover. Both of these are crucial for investment performance
and is widely discussed whether it is bene�cial or not. An enormous amount of related
articles has been read through in order to get a fair perspective of both sides in question.
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The introductory chapter of this thesis contains a survey of this literature, followed
by the theoretical chapters, where a survey with related alternative approaches are
presented. These theoretical chapters also covers the necessary methods to be used in
the empirical study.

Objective 2

"For Bachelor degree, the student should demonstrate the ability to search,
collect, evaluate and critically interpret information in a problem formulation
and to critically discuss phenomena, problem formulations and situations."

Ful�lment: In order to complete this thesis a grandiose amount of articles has been
evaluated by the authors. The main part of these articles were obtained from the
database Google Scholar and were accessible through the licenses of Mälardalen Univer-
sity. In the introductory chapter of this thesis a lot of previous research within momen-
tum strategies are presented and discussed, starting with Levy (1967) following more
time-relevant work. Accept articles, information has also been found in professional pub-
lished books (for example, Hull (2010), Wackerly et al (2007) and Montgomery (2000))
as well as the world wide web (for example, NASDAQ OMX Nordic (2012) and Sveriges
Riksbank (2013)). In addition to Momentum Strategies, research in other topics is pre-
sented in the theoretical parts as it appear relevant for the content. These topics covers
research within areas as portfolio optimization and hypothesis testing. Except the model
to be investigated, alternative approaches to solve the allocation-and-turnover problem
are also explained in detail.

Objective 3

"For Bachelor degree, the student should demonstrate the ability to indepen-
dently identify, formulate and solve problems and to perform tasks within
speci�ed time frames."

Ful�lment: Within the time-frame of ten weeks, the dead-line set by the course de-
scription, the authors has searched for information, presented the relevant theory within
the thesis as well as performing an empirical analysis. The empirical part of this re-
port (that is, Chapter 5) introduces itself with the formulation and building block of
this thesis, including the objectives of the study. The research covers a combination
of the theoretical parts which has been limited investigated in former research. The
authors has searched for relevant information regarding the combination without any
success and thereby assumed that the Naive Strategy is the strategy that Momentum
at a stock market has been investigated for. From there, the authors formulated their
own problem of combining Momentum Strategies with Portfolio Optimization as in an
optimal risk to return context. Moreover, as mentioned under Objective 2, a lot of arti-
cles was accessed through the licenses of Mälardalen University. However, one modern
article of great importance were not accessible for the authors in any manners whereas
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they identi�ed a huge problem. The authors then proofed signi�cant ability of initiative
and problem solving abilities through contacting the author (Christopher Memmel) by
E-mail where they explained the situation and politely asked for the text, resulting in
that Mr. Memmel kindly provided the authors with the original article in question.

Objective 4

"For Bachelor degree, the student should demonstrate the ability to present
orally and in writing and discuss information, problems and solutions in
dialogue with di�erent groups."

Ful�lment: This thesis contains a section dedicated to drawn conclusions which clar-
i�es the main results of the project. In this section, the authors discuss the potential
use of the results with limitations of the model in mind. Potential continuations of the
study are also suggested.

Moreover, In order to ensure a professional look and to characterise this report
with quality, the authors has chosen LATEX to be the software program for the editing
procedure. De�nitions and theorems has been created with separate indentation from
the rest of the text in order to establish their appearance in a distinguishable manner.
This is also the case with the remarks, that moreover also clari�es where the authors
add their own aspects into this report. Figures and tables posit both legends as well as
captions including explanations. These relevant items, as well as referenced equations
are also assigned an individual number.

Furthermore, the report is structured in a manner which keeps the "read line"
through the main document. Some information of signi�cant importance may devi-
ate from this line and has, due to this, been purposely chosen to appear in footnotes
in order to keep the track. In addition, mathematical proofs of formulas, programming
codes and strategy-data is kept in a separate appendix in order to remain the focus.
Moreover, they are also separated into individual appendices, also with the thought of
keeping the clear structure.

An oral presentation of this thesis will take place in February 2014, where the meth-
ods and results of the main document is to be summarized.

In order to create presentation slides that keeps the authors' senses of perfectionism,
the computer software LATEX Beamer was chosen speci�cally to a ensure a high qual-
itative and consistent presentation. As this was the �rst experience of LATEX Beamer
for both the authors, this forced them to learn how to manipulate another software
program, especially how to construct the design of the theme.

At last, a document containing miniatures of the presentation slides as well as the
appendices will be distributed to the audience of the presentation. The audience will
also have access to ask questions during the presentation whenever they appear.
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Objective 5

"For bachelor degree, the student should demonstrate ability in the major
�eld of study make judgements with respect to scienti�c, societal and ethical
aspects."9

Ful�lment: In the introductory chapter of this thesis, a popular presentation of this
project is given that speci�es the objectives and obtained results of the study. Through
the theoretical parts of the document, remarks concerning the correctness of citations
are clearly presented whenever needed, that also includes the Internet as a survey for
historical data. In addition, an ethically correct description of the two authors' contri-
bution in order to �nalise this project is stated in the very beginning of this thesis.

The last statement is set with intentions of �nishing this project and is that the
authors has demonstrated the ability of using the �eld of mathematics applied in the
�nancial section of the society. However, the process to obtain this point of skills started
long before this project, causing the authors to be very grateful to a number of people
which contribution made this project possible. These people are praised under as special
section, Acknowledgements, located in the �rst couple of pages of this document.

9This objective is referred to as Objective 5, In "How to Write a Thesis", this objective was actually
numbered as the 6th.
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Appendix A

Mathematical Proofs

This appendix possesses the proofs of some mathematical formulas presented in the
report. The ordering is the same as presented in the main document.

A.1 Portfolio Variance

The return of a portfolio is given by

Rp =
N∑
i=1

XiRi,

and the expected return is

E[RP ] = E

[
N∑
i=1

XiRi

]

=
N∑
i=1

XiE[Ri].

The de�nition of variance is known from Wackerly et al (2007), thus, the variance of
the portfolio is given by

σ2
P = E[(Rp − E[Rp])

2]

= E[R2
p]− (E[Rp])

2.

Substituting for RP and E[RP ] gives

σ2
P = E

( N∑
i=1

XiRi

)2
−( N∑

i=1

XiE[Ri]

)2

.

Opening the brackets and simplifying further gives

σ2
P = E

[
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

XiRiXjRj

]
− E

[
N∑
i=1

XiRi

]
E

[
N∑
j=1

XjRj

]

=
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

XiXjE[RiRj]−
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

XiXjE[Ri]E[Rj].
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Factoring the case when i = j out, gives

σ2
P =

N∑
i=1

X2
i E[RiRi] +

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
j 6=i

XiXjE[RiRj]

−

(
N∑
i=1

X2
i E[Ri]E[Ri] +

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
j 6=i

XiXjE[Ri]E[Rj]

)
,

and simplifying gives

σ2
P =

N∑
i=1

X2
i

(
E[R2

i ]− E[Ri]E[Ri]
)

+
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
j 6=i

XiXj

(
E[RiRj]− E[Ri]E[Rj]

)
.

Recognizing the covariance terms in both expressions at the right hand side, and the
fact that Cov[X,X] = Var[X] (Wackerly et al (2007)), this expression can be rewritten
into

σ2
P =

N∑
i=1

X2
i σ

2
i +

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
j 6=i

XiXjσij,

which is the same as Equation (3.2) given in Chapter 3.

A.2 Portfolio Variance − The Benchmark Strategy

If equal weights are assigned to each share, Xi = 1/N , and (3.2) can be rewritten as

σ2
P =

N∑
i=1

( 1

N

)2
σ2
i +

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
j 6=i

1

N

1

N
σij

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

σ2
i

N
+

1

N

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
j 6=i

1

N
σij

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

σ2
i

N
+
N − 1

N

N∑
i=1

1

N

N∑
j=1
j 6=i

σij
N − 1

=
1

N
σ2i +

N − 1

N
σij

=
1

N
σ2i +

(
1− 1

N

)
σij

=
1

N

(
σ2i −σij

)
+σij,

which is the same as Equation (3.3) in Chapter 3.
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A.3 The Capital Market Line

Suppose that the portfolio consist solely of the risk-free asset (which has a known return),
then

E[RP ] = r.

Multiplying both hand sides wih (1-X) gives(
1−X

)
E[RP ] =

(
1−X

)
r,

and rearranging terms gives

E[RP ] =
(
1−X

)
r +XE[RP ]. (A.1)

From Equation (3.2) and (3.4), the variance of this portfolio is

σ2
P = X2σ2

P +
(
1−X

)2
σ2
r + 2X

(
1−X

)
σPσrρPr.

Recall that r represents the risk-free interest, that is, σ2
r = 0, hence

σ2
P = X2σ2

P .

Simplifying and rearranging gives

X =
σP
σP
.

Now, plugging this into (A.1) yields

E[RP ] =
σP
σP

E[RP ] +

(
1− σP

σP

)
r

=
σP
σP

E[RP ] + r − σP
σP
r,

and factorizing terms gives

E[RP ] = r +

(
E[RP ]− r

σP

)
σP .

De�ning

θ =
E[RP ]− r

σP
,

and substituting gives

E[RP ] = r + θσP ,

which is the same expression as given in Equation (3.5).
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A.4 The Optimal Return to Variability Portfolio

Here the full derivation of a portfolio which is optimized with regard to the maximization
problem in Equation (3.7). Firstly, recall that theta can be expressed as

θ =

∑N
i=1Xi

(
E[Ri]− r

)[∑N
i=1X

2
i σ

2
i +

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1
j 6=i

XiXjσij
]1/2 .

The derivative of this expression is found through the Quotient Rule from calculus: Let

G(X) =
N∑
i=1

Xi

(
E[Ri]− r

)
, (A.2)

and

H(X) =

[
N∑
i=1

X2
i σ

2
i +

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
j 6=i

XiXjσij

]1/2
. (A.3)

In Stewart (2008) its found that the Quotient Rule qives

∂θ

∂Xl

=

∂G

∂Xl

H(X)− ∂H

∂Xl

G(X)

[H(X)]2
.

The derivative of (A.2) might seem cumbersome since it involves a summation. However,
since the summation only carries one term Xl, the rest of the terms in the summation
will be zero meaning that the derivative of G(X) is

∂G

∂Xl

=
(
E[Rl]− r

)
.

The derivative of (A.3) is quite more complicated and another rule from calculus is
needed. Once again, in Stewart (2008) its found that H(X) itself can be expressed with
an inner function U(X) such that H(X) = H(U(X)). The derivation rule to use is
called the Chain Rule and is expressed as

∂H

∂Xl

=
∂H
(
U(X)

)
∂U(X)

∂U(X)

∂Xl

.

In Equation (A.3),

H
(
U(X)

)
= U(X)1/2

=⇒
∂H
(
U(X)

)
∂U(X)

=
1

2
U(X)−1/2,
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and

U(X) =
N∑
i=1

X2
i σ

2
i +

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
j 6=i

XiXjσij

=⇒ ∂U

∂Xl

= 2Xlσ
2
l + 2

N∑
j=1
j 6=l

Xjσjl.

Plugging everything into (A.3) and di�erentiating gives

∂H

∂Xl

=
1

2

[
N∑
i=1

X2
i σ

2
i +

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
j 6=i

XiXjσij

]−1/2(
2Xlσ

2
l + 2

N∑
j=1
j 6=l

Xjσjl

)
.

Now all components needed to �nish the derivation by the Quotient Rule exist. For
simplicity, the portfolio variance is given by σ2

P below. It follows that

∂θ

∂Xl

=

(
E[Rl]− r

)(
σ2
P

)1/2 − 1
2

(
σ2
P

)−1/2(
2Xlσ

2
l + 2

∑N
j=1
j 6=l

Xjσjl
)∑N

i=1Xi

(
E[Ri]− r

)
σ2
P

.

Setting the right hand side equal zero and multiplying both hand sides by (σ2
P )1/2 gives

(E[Rl]− r)−

(
Xlσ

2
l +

N∑
j=1
j 6=l

Xjσjl

)
N∑
i=1

Xi

(
E[Ri]− r

)
σ2
P

= 0.

De�ning

λ =

(
E[Ri]− r

)
σ2
P

,

gives the expression in Section A.4 ,

∂θ

∂Xl

= −
(
λXlσ

2
l + λ

N∑
j=1
j 6=l

Xjσjl

)
+ (E[Rl]− r) = 0.

Now the trick is to formulate the above expression in a way that makes it possible to
solve as a system of simultaneous equations. Moving the negative part to the other side
and realizing that each Xl is multiplied by λ, a new weight variable may be introduced,
wl = λXl, so that the expression becomes

E[Rl]− r = Wlσ
2
l +

N∑
j=1
j 6=l

Wjσjl.

With this expression the vector W can be solved out in a software program such as
Microsoft

RO
Excel. Since Wl is proportional to the optimal investment weight, the rela-

tionship to Xl is

Xl =
Wl∑N
j=1Wj

.
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A.5 Proof of Theorem 4.2

The probability density function f(y) for the normal distribution with mean µ and
variance σ2 is given by

f(y) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−(y−µ)

2/(2σ2). (A.4)

Let H(Y ) = Y − µ be a function of a random variable Y with mean µ and variance σ2.
The moment generating function of H(Y ) is given by

E[etH(Y )] =

∫ ∞
−∞

etH(Y )f(y)dy

=

∫ ∞
−∞

et(y−µ)
[

1

σ
√

2π
e−(y−µ)

2/(2σ2)

]
dy,

and to integrate this function, substitute u = y − µ and du = dy:

=

∫ ∞
−∞

etu
[

1

σ
√

2π
e−u

2/(2σ2)

]
du.

Next, move the constant outside the integral and write the exponents as one

=
1

σ
√

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

e
1

2σ2
(2σ2tu−u2)du,

and multiply the right hand side by exp{t2σ2/2}
exp{t2σ2/2} which changes nothing, but the expression

can be rewritten as

= et
2σ2/2 1

σ
√

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

e
1

2σ2
(2σ2tu−u2+t2σ4)du

= et
2σ2/2 1

σ
√

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

e
−(u+tσ2)2

2σ2 du,

when the square is completed. The expression after the �rst exponent is exactly the
same as (A.4) except that it is the probability density function of a normal distribution
with mean tσ2 and variance σ2. Since the limits of the integral is in�nite it is equal to
1, the expression shrinks to

E[etH(Y )] = et
2σ2/2. (A.5)

Now we de�ne a random variable Z = Y−µ
σ

and calculate the moment generating function
for Z. Recall that with the result from (A.5),

E[etZ ] = E[et
Y−µ
σ ]

= e(t
2/σ2)(σ2/2)

= et
2/2.

This result is that Z is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1 (that is, stan-
dard normal distribution) and is evident when comparing with the moment generating
function of H(Y ).
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Appendix B

Historical Data

In This Appendix, all information regarding what positions held under what strategy
is presented in the form of tables in the upcoming pages. The �rst table covers the
ten random portfolios followed by �ve tables concerning the Naive Momentum Strategy.
The next �ve tables clarify the positions held under the Optimum Return to Variability
Momentum Strategy. At last, two table are added in order to shred some light over how
the top and bottom -ten performing stocks in holding period i followed up in holding
period i+ 1 under the Naive Momentum Strategy.
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2002
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

TEL2-B −17.72% ALIV-SDB 18.57%% WALL-B −13.83% MEDA-A −2.20%
AXIS −11.02% BILL 19.01% PEAB-B −19.00% SAND −10.78%

ASSA-B −9.27% PEAB-B 20.75% SSAB-A −28.45% LUND-B 14.04%
TIEN −3.27% SAAB-B 21.11% SWMA −7.89% HUSQ-B 6.23%
AOIL −2.72% AXFO 22.13% CAST −19.44% BILL 15.85%

MEDA-A 2.81% MTG-B 23.38% EKTA-B −33.01% SWMA −2.14%
SECU-B 3.27% RATO-B 24.06% AXFO −13.16% HUFV-A 5.38%
SCA-B 12.20% SWMA 24.32% BILL −7.87% TLSN 40.77%

EKTA-B 14.12% TREL 27.33% NIBE-B −12.39% FABG 12.41%
AXFO 22.13% HEXA-B 48.44% SCA-B −12.23% SCA-B 2.44%

Short Position:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
ABB −19.31% ERIC-B −23.16% BOL −64.61% INDU-A 18.34%

KINV-B −6.79% TLSN −21.20% INDU-A −31.30% EKTA-B 27.54%
INVE-B 1.75% ABB −19.31% AZN −27.75% MTG-B −11.32%

NDA 6.31% TEL2-B −17.72% TLSN −08.98% KINV-B 30.65%
AZN 7.07% AXIS −11.02% INVE-B −43.73% SECU-B −9.57%

FABG 11.97% ASSA-B −9.27% AOIL −26.74% INVE-B 14.79%
SKA-B 13.87% KINV-B −6.79% KINV-B −37.16% TIEN 10.65%

HUFV-A 14.96% SWED-A −4.62 % TEL2-B −18.34% ABB −18.36%
TREL 27.33% INDU-A −3.65% MTG-B −34.84% BOL 14.29%

HEXA-B 48.44% SHB-A −3.57% ERIC-B −66.43% ERIC-B 81.00%

OMXSBGI −1.33% −20.69% −27.62% 10.14%
RP −4.75% 18.47% 9.63% −3.80%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 16.04% 20.5% 17.03% 22.09%
θ̂ −0.31 0.89 0.55 −0.18

Table B.1: Portfolio Formation and Return 2002 − The Naive Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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2003
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

ERIC-B −13.11% LJGR-B −3.33% MTG-B 1.22% ABB 7.20%
TEL2-B 11.28% KINV-B 39.71% ERIC-B 31.40% BOL 52.38%
TLSN −25.91% TEL2-B 15.98% KINV-B 31.32% ERIC-B 14.16%

LJGR-B 38.46% MEDA-A 25.89% GETI-B 21.18% KINV-B 42.28%
AXIS −21.74% BILL −8.78% TLSN 1.20% EKTA-B 8.87%

KINV-B 11.93% HUSQ-B 18.97% ABB 60.00% WALL-B 20.86%
EKTA-B 0.57% VOLV-B 16.94% ALIV-SDB 7.89% GETI-B 7.18%
SCV-B −2.08% HM-B 3.37% AOIL −17.87% NIBE-B 34.21%
AXFO −0.31% BOL 15.79% MEDA-A 14.52% ALFA 20.33%

PEAB-B −20.04% HEXA-B 15.93% NIBE-B 20.25% PEAB-B −1.36%

Short Position:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
TREL −0.71% STE-R 13.46% SCA-B 2.38% SCV-B 4.10%

LATR-B −14.07% LATR-B 1.72% AXIS −0.68% AXIS 19.18%
SEB-A 1.38% PEAB-B −5.32% LATR-B 8.05% CAST 24.54%

ALIV-SDB −7.56% ABB 33.17% RATO-B 1.64% SWMA 24.58%
ALFA −1.43% AXIS 2.08% LJGR-B −11.49% HM-B −2.56%

SECU-B −23.08% SECU-B 2.50% SWMA −2.48% AXFO 25.19%
SAND −1.80% SKA-B 18.09% PEAB-B 18.18% LJGR-B 20.78%

MTG-B −12.77% AOIL 26.18% BILL 7.49% ASSA-B 25.74%
ABB −20.08% TLSN 36.63% AXFO −8.59% HUSQ-B 1.59%
AOIL −25.68% ASSA-B 11.51% NCC-B 10.24% AOIL −23.86%

OMXSBGI −6.28% 18.91% 7.35% 12.50%
RP 4.20% 0.00% 7.30% 4.30%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 15.71% 13.82% 17.59% 17.07%
θ̂ 0.26 −0.01 0.40 0.24

Table B.2: Portfolio Formation and Return 2003 − The Naive Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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2004
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

BOL 8.21% ERIC-B 6.22% ORI −38.85% AOIL 3.97%
KINV-B −1.41% ABB −6.55% NCC-B 12.06% MEDA-A 33.20%
NIBE-B −6.27% WALL-B 3.50% LUPE 7.25% CAST 0.13%

MEDA-A 11.35% HM-B −4.19% ALFA −11.30% FABG 22.27%
SKA-B 0.79% GETI-B 9.88% EKTA-B 6.31% SKA-B 5.28%
ASSA-B 7.60% TREL −5.11% NIBE-B −5.36% PEAB-B 20.37%

TIEN 15.11% HEXA-B 12.97% HEXA-B −11.28% NCC-B 11.40%
SEB-A 4.25% TIEN 0.22% VOLV-B −1.91% WALL-B 24.68%
AXFO 4.80% SCV-B 11.30% SCV-B −3.71% HUFV-A 19.30%
SWMA 4.76% VOLV-B 11.98% AXFO 1.81% TLSN 12.43%

Short Position:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
SCV-B 13.30% HUSQ-B −6.35% TEL2-B −17.88% ALIV-SDB 9.28%

SECU-B 12.37% NIBE-B 17.15% TREL −16.92% ELUX-B 14.29%
STE-R −2.07% MTG-B 3.91% SCA-B −1.05% BILL 5.33%

HUSQ-B −6.27% ALFA 20.10% AXIS 5.28% HEXA-B 38.82%
SAAB-B −9.17% SAAB-B 4.55% ELUX-B −7.96% ALFA 1.42%
PEAB-B 4.59% TEL2-B −4.90% HUSQ-B 5.71% AZN −19.77%

HM-B 18.71% TLSN −2.15% ABB 7.73% TREL 4.63%
LATR-B 8.94% AXIS −5.33% SECU-B 3.19% KINV-B 20.43%
ELUX-B −2.53% HOLM-B 2.83% LJGR-B 1.25% TEL2-B −3.69%

AOIL −51.15% AOIL −1.89% BOL 7.33% ORI −6.38%

OMXSBGI 10.61% 3.58% 0.30% 5.15%
RP 3.21% 0.61% −1.58% 5.07%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 14.61% 8.23% 12.00% 13.67%
θ̂ 0.20 0.05 −0.15 0.35

Table B.3: Portfolio Formation and Return 2004 − The Naive Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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2005
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

NIBE-B 34.24% AXIS 6.04% AOIL 17.10% AXIS 15.63%
HEXA-B 16.90% LUPE 22.94% MEDA-A −14.18% LUPE 47.80%
MEDA-A 21.17% WALL-B 20.68% CAST −10.06% SAND 29.28%
MTG-B 18.23% AOIL 77.06% HEXA-B 20.89% SSAB-A 5.68%
WALL-B 40.63% NIBE-B −19.43% EKTA-B 9.57% LJGR-B 21.99%
ASSA-B −11.89% EKTA-B 27.06% ERIC-B 12.75% LUMI 1.55%
FABG 16.79% NCC-B 0.43% LUPE 46.27% ORI −14.29%

KINV-B −4.95% GETI-B 0.95% WALL-B −7.93% NCC-B 13.53%
AXIS 47.22% RATO-B −6.85% ORI 26.69% ALFA 4.72%

PEAB-B 17.31% LJGR-B 0.44% AZN 11.25% MTG-B −0.45%

Short Position:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
SWMA 12.338% SHB-A −4.49% SEB-A 9.23% TLSN 7.91%
TIEN 14.39% HUSQ-B 8.18% SCV-B −2.78% AXFO 6.85%
BOL 14.43% ORI 20.68% SHB-A 12.54% SCV-B 9.39%

TEL2-B −10.54% KINV-B −2.23% HOLM-B 15.17% KINV-B 15.35%
ERIC-B −6.13% SCA-B −6.19% TREL 11.64% WALL-B 10.96%

ORI −4.22% ERIC-B 26.13% SCA-B 8.60% SECU-B 15.14%
GETI-B 27.49% TEL2-B −1.18% RATO-B 7.06 CAST 70.60%
LUPE 32.39% ASSA-B 0.50% BILL 5.88% HUFV-A 8.02%
ABB 17.96% BILL −10.10% TLSN −13.40% MEDA-A 4.35%
AZN 15.73% AXFO 13.62% NIBE-B 3.52% FABG −3.53%

OMXSBGI 4.97% 10.47% 10.10% 7.11%
RP 4.09% 4.22% 2.14% −0.98%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 16.52% 20.65 % 13.50% 18.52%
θ̂ 0.23 0.19 0.14 −0.06

Table B.4: Portfolio Formation and Return 2005 − The Naive Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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2006
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

ATCO-B 28.39% BOL 10.88% SSAB-A 0.55% MEDA-A −8.56%
CAST 15.21% LUMI 15.24% LUMI −9.98% SCV-B 10.07%
LUPE 7.14% NCC-B −16.14% NIBE-B 28.48% RATO-B 17.97%
ABB 27.27% KINV-B −14.90% BOL 4.91% NIBE-B 18.56%

ASSA-B 15.60% MEDA-A 6.23% AZN 5.06% VOLV-B 8.02%
ICA 08.02% RATO-B −11.61% SWMA 2.80% FABG 13.27%
BILL 20.19% SSAB-A 15.96% AXIS 8.40% HUSQ-B 13.58%
SAND 24.46% ATCO-B −8.11% ICA 16.51% BILL 8.97%

HOLM-B 25.33% ABB −4.85% AXFO 7.49% ICA 23.62%
STE-R 10.70% HOLM-B −11.55% MEDA-A 47.84% INVE-B 10.16%

Short Position:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
SHB-A 9.90% HM-B −1.76% NCC-B −9.48% ALIV-SDB 1.97%

ELUX-B 8.23% INVE-B −6.71% ASSA-B 12.60% ATCO-B 20.98%
HUSQ-B −2.07% SWED-A −13.90% STE-R 11.81% KINV-B 32.95%
ERIC-B 8.42% AZN 10.84% FABG 20.90% HEXA-B 15.61%
MTG-B 10.41% HUSQ-B −62.71% ERIC-B 6.72% LJGR-B 43.15%
HEXA-B 21.65% VOLV-B −2.88% TEL2-B 1.72% SSAB-A 19.05%
NIBE-B 10.29% AOIL −7.70% BILL 16.75% NCC-B 19.05%
FABG 8.25% AXIS 8.68% TIEN 3.86% LUMI 30.41%
SCA-B 15.15% LJGR-B 5.64% TREL 12.20% LUPE 2.91%

ORI 13.32% AXFO 6.98% HUSQ-B 20.82% SECU-B 15.49%

OMXSBGI 11.92% −7.02% 8.68% 10.87%
RP 3.94% 2.23% 0.71% −4.30%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 8.00% 17.26% 12.98% 11.50%
θ̂ 0.47 0.12 0.04 −0.39

Table B.5: Portfolio Formation and Return 2006 − The Naive Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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2007
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

LJGR-B 30.85% ELUX-B −7.91% HEXA-B −1.32% TEL2-B −7.00%
AXIS 33.51% RATO-B −1.13% SSAB-A −7.74% ORI 5.63%

PEAB-B 29.23% AXIS 24.90% ABB 8.65% TLSN 3.86%
TEL2-B 14.50% SSAB-A 31.09% SCV-B −6.55% ABB 9.14%
KINV-B 17.17% LJGR-B 4.07% AXIS −9.15% LUPE −9.09%
LUMI −8.70% PEAB-B 1.90% VOLV-B −18.07% GETI-B 11.22%

WALL-B 5.67% VOLV-B 21.16% NIBE-B −53.09% AOIL −7.62%
ABB −2.24% SAND 14.75% ORI 21.24% SCA-B −4.78%

AXFO −2.47% NCC-B −17.37% SAND −0.54% NDA −3.83%
BOL −12.50% LATR-B 10.57% ALFA −0.12% SHB-A 3.50%

Short Position:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
SHB-A 2.76% LUMI 8.12% ELUX-B −16.26% ELUX-B −20.51%

EKTA-B −12.82% MTG-B 8.57% ICA −3.56% BILL −23.12%
TIEN −9.56% TIEN 7.86% AXFO −10.49% WALL-B −9.40%
LUPE 4.09% ICA −10.78% AOIL 5.21% VOLV-B −3.34%

ALIV-SDB −3.51% MELK 12.95% FABG 1.66% TREL −10.86%
HOLM-B −3.52% SAAB-B −3.19% HUSQ-B −14.75% SECU-B 5.88%
STE-R 11.81% BOL 0.45% TLSN 15.35% LJGR-B −11.76%
AOIL −17.39% EKTA-B −5.37% LUPE 8.39% TIEN −0.86%

MEDA-A 0.68% BILL −0.72% NCC-B −12.94% PEAB-B −4.30%
AZN 2.18% AOIL −12.46% CAST −3.02% NIBE-B 20.93%

OMXSBGI 6.25% 6.53% −4.28% −11.22%
RP 6.52% 3.83% −1.81% 2.92%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 14.77% 12.66% 15.40% 10.61%
θ̂ 0.43 0.29 −0.13 0.25

Table B.6: Portfolio Formation and Return 2007 − The Naive Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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2002
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

AOIL −4.01% −2.72% ABB −0.93% 0.00% ABB 0.00% −62.58% ABB −2.90% −18.36%
ATCO-B 0.00% 6.58% ALIV-SDB −5.67% −10.04% AOIL 0.00% −26.74% ALFA −4.97% −9.09%

AZN −1.54% 7.07% AXIS 0.00% −19.52% ATCO-B 0.00% −30.68% AOIL 0.00% −41.27%
BOL 0.00% 4.14% BOL 0.00% −21.41% AXFO 2.51% −13.16% ATCO-B 0.00% 7.67%

EKTA-B −5.67% 14.12% CAST 50.99% 8.15% AZN −6.45% −27.75% AZN −9.38% 10.87%
ELUX-B 0.00% 17.57% EKTA-B 0.00% 6.19% FABG 0.00% −12.18% BOL 0.00% 14.29%
HEXA-B 0.00% 48.44% ELUX-B −1.91% 0.82% HEXA-B 0.52% −21.28% ELUX-B 0.00% −1.79%
HUFV-A 0.00% 14.96% FABG 0.00% −1.89% HOLM-B −3.07% −17.01% HM-B −17.62% 4.35%
HUSQ-B 48.23% 0.55% HOLM-B 0.00% −2.01% INVE-B 0.00% −43.73% HUFV-A 0.00% 5.38%
MTG-B −5.09% 23.38% INDU-A −7.10% −22.40% LATR-B 0.00% −29.75% HUSQ-B 0.00% 6.23%

Short Positions:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
RATO-B 0.00% 24.06% LUND-B −0.87% −0.54% MTG-B 0.00% −34.84% INVE-B 54.88% 14.79%
SAAB-B 0.00% 21.11% NDA −6.30% −15.25% NDA 0.00% −26.40% LATR-B −3.37% −3.91%
SCV-B 1.59% 3.13% PEAB-B 0.00% 11.61% SCV-B −13.12% −30.39% PEAB-B −3.61% 21.98%
SHB-A −2.33% −3.57% SAAB-B 0.00% −2.49% SHB-A 55.40% −17.79% SAND 0.00% −10.78%
SWMA −18.01% 24.32% SCA-B 0.00% 1.55% SSAB-A 0.00% −28.45% SCV-B −3.27% 25.75%
TEL2-B −0.20% −17.72% SCV-B −1.50% −2.78% STE-R 7.12% −30.35% SSAB-A 0.00% 20.47%
TIEN −8.82% −3.27% SECU-B −4.55% −8.03% SWED-A −3.14% −20.60% STE-R 0.00% 1.12%
TLSN 0.27% −21.20% SHB-A −16.32% −5.39% TEL2-B 0.00% −18.34% SWED-A 0.00% 11.35%
TREL 4.24% 27.33% SKA-B 0.00% −18.59% TIEN −8.66% −52.11% TEL2-B 0.00% 67.03%

VOLV-B 0.00% 16.48% TEL2-B 3.86% −45.66% TREL 0.00% −19.34% TIEN 0.00% 10.65%

OMXSBGI −1.33% −20.69% −27.62% 10.14%
RP −4.55% 6.79% −1.01% 5.81%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 0.27% 0.55% 0.57% 0.67%
θ̂ 0.79 0.22 0.17 0.35

Table B.7: Portfolio Formation and Return 2002 − the Optimized Return to Variability Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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2003
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

ALFA 0.00% −1.43% ABB 0.00% 33.17% AOIL 7.82% −17.87% ALFA 0.00% 20.33%
ALIV-SDB 0.00% −7.56% ALFA 33.90% 10.87% ATCO-B 0.00% 10.90% ALIV-SDB 0.00% 17.42%

AXFO 0.00% −0.31% ALIV-SDB 0.00% 30.61% CAST 42.00% −0.73% AOIL −8.77% −23.86%
AZN 13.70% −5.56% AOIL 0.00% 26.18% EKTA-B −1.84% 25.25% ATCO-B −16.04% 12.47%
BILL 0.00% 7.89% FABG 0.00% 2.80% ELUX-B 0.00% 6.65% AXFO 1.93% 25.19%
CAST 9.73% −6.56% GETI-B 0.00% 38.44% ERIC-B 0.00% 31.40% AZN 0.00% 5.57%

EKTA-B −1.11% 0.57% HEXA-B 0.00% 15.93% HOLM-B −3.21% 11.21% BOL −6.34% 52.38%
HOLM-B 0.00% −6.62% HOLM-B 0.00% 10.63% LATR-B 0.61% 8.05% CAST 0.00% 24.54%
LATR-B 53.01% −14.07% KINV-B 0.00% 39.71% LJGR-B −5.24% −11.49% EKTA-B −0.86% 8.87%
LJGR-B 0.00% 38.46% MTG-B −5.14% 100.00% MEDA-A −11.72% 14.52% ERIC-B 0.00% 14.16%

Short Positions:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
MTG-B 7.86% −12.77% NDA 0.00% 3.21% NIBE-B 0.00% 20.25% FABG 0.00% 17.83%
NCC-B 0.00% −10.19% NIBE-B 0.00% 24.90% PEAB-B 0.00% 18.18% INVE-B 0.00% 7.75%
NDA 0.00% −2.60% SEB-A 23.98% 10.88% SAAB-B 0.00% 2.34% LATR-B 2.48% −3.53%

NIBE-B −10.61% 2.22% SECU-B −29.05% 2.50% SEB-A −7.78% 3.68% MEDA-A 1.53% 30.28%
SAAB-B 0.00% −5.21% SKA-B 0.00% 18.09% SHB-A 0.00% 0.38% PEAB-B 0.00% −1.36%
SAND −3.98% −1.80% STE-R 0.00% 13.46% SSAB-A 0.00% 4.21% RATO-B 0.00% 21.51%
SCV-B 0.00% −2.08% SWED-A 0.00% 12.76% SWMA −14.24% −2.48% SAND 0.00% 16.98%
TEL2-B 0.00% 11.28% TIEN −7.93% 14.83% TEL2-B −5.54% 13.61% SECU-B −13.48% 3.19%
TIEN 0.00% −1.26% TLSN 0.00% 36.63% TLSN 0.00% 1.20% SKA-B 1.38% 29.07%
TREL 0.00% −0.71% TREL 0.00% 22.14% TREL 0.00% 12.87% STE-R 47.19% 2.66%

OMXSBGI −6.28% 18.91% 7.35% 12.50%
RP −10.03% −0.75% −4.26% −1.22%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 0.75% 1.75% 0.53% 0.54%
θ̂ 0.31 0.19 0.22 0.19

Table B.8: Portfolio Formation and Return 2003 − the Optimized Return to Variability Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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2004
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

ALFA 3.60% −9.13% ALFA 0.00% 20.10% ABB −2.27% 7.73% ALIV-SDB 1.36% 9.28%
AOIL −6.72% −51.15% ALIV-SDB 0.00% 2.44% ALFA 0.00% −11.30% AOIL −6.64% 3.97%

ASSA-B 0.00% 7.60% AXFO 0.00% 10.89% ALIV-SDB −3.47% −7.47% BOL −4.42% −3.07%
ATCO-B 0.00% 4.90% BILL 0.00% 3.36% AOIL 5.98% 45.19% EKTA-B 0.00% 8.19%

AXIS 0.00% −13.79% CAST 0.00% 0.56% ASSA-B 0.00% −5.19% ELUX-B 0.00% 14.29%
ERIC-B 0.00% 62.02% EKTA-B 0.00% 17.25% ATCO-B 0.00% −0.39% HOLM-B 0.00% 6.98%
FABG −1.90% 11.35% ELUX-B 0.00% −6.17% AZN −8.22% −11.99% INDU-A 0.00% 20.21%

HUFV-A 0.00% −1.15% GETI-B 0.44% 9.88% BOL 0.00% 7.33% KINV-B 0.00% 20.43%
INDU-A −11.85% 11.57% HEXA-B 55.43% 12.97% ELUX-B 0.00% −7.96% LATR-B 3.67% 7.77%
INVE-B 0.00% 8.63% HUSQ-B −3.12% −6.35% INVE-B −5.58% 0.65% LUND-B 0.00% 11.13%

Short Positions:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
KINV-B 52.07% −1.41% INVE-B 0.00% 1.99% LATR-B 0.00% 10.36% NCC-B 0.00% 11.39%
LATR-B −7.44% 8.94% NDA 0.00% 5.34% LUND-B 0.00% 7.56% NDA 0.00% 12.61%
LJGR-B 0.00% 0.00% PEAB-B −6.41% 3.73% LUPE −6.32% 7.25% ORI 0.00% −6.38%
LUND-B 0.00% −2.15% RATO-B −6.69% −3.14% MTG-B −6.25% −6.85% SCA-B 0.00% 0.18%

LUPE 0.00% −4.08% SCV-B −3.04% 11.30% ORI −8.44% −38.85% SCV-B 71.64% 6.69%
MTG-B 0.00% −7.26% SECU-B −16.13% −13.76% RATO-B 0.00% 9.31% SKA-B 0.00% 5.28%
SECU-B 0.00% 12.37% STE-R 5.33% 7.94% SAND 0.00% −2.14% SSAB-A 0.00% 15.94%
SKA-B −15.55% 0.79% SWED-A 0.00% 2.86% SKA-B 0.00% 14.34% STE-R −6.02% 2.78%
SWMA −0.86% 4.76% TEL2-B −3.41% −4.90% TEL2-B −9.96% −17.88% TLSN −6.25% 12.43%

WALL-B 0.00% 19.05% TREL 0.00% −5.11% TIEN 43.51% −7.42% TREL 0.00% 4.63%

OMXSBGI 10.61% 3.58% 0.30% 5.15%
RP −0.04% 9.87% 5.54% 4.13%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 0.46% 0.44% 0.80% 0.58%
θ̂ 0.41 0.29 0.27 0.28

Table B.9: Portfolio Formation and Return 2004 − the Optimized Return to Variability Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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2005
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

AOIL 0.00% 38.85% ABB 0.00% 15.34% ALFA 0.00% 24.78% ALIV-SDB −2.03% 7.62%
AXFO 0.00% −23.33% ALFA 0.00% −2.59% ALIV-SDB 0.00% −1.32% AXFO −7.59% 6.85%
BILL 0.00% −12.24% AOIL 36.86% 77.06% ATCO-B 0.00% 19.11% AXIS 0.00% 15.63%
CAST 2.08% −2.94% ATCO-B 3.35% 15.97% AXFO 0.00% −2.04% EKTA-B 0.00% 13.77%

EKTA-B −3.92% 33.16% AXFO −0.27% 13.62% AXIS 0.00% 55.16% ELUX-B 0.00% 0.00%
ELUX-B 0.00% 8.22% EKTA-B 0.00% 27.06% AZN 0.00% 11.25% FABG 3.02% −3.53%
GETI-B 0.00% 27.49% ELUX-B 0.00% 1.22% BILL −2.57% 5.88% HM-B 0.00% 2.34%
HEXA-B 0.00% 16.90% FABG 2.68% 3.98% BOL 0.00% 13.06% HOLM-B −3.63% 24.08%

HM-B 0.00% 4.97% HOLM-B 1.68% −5.17% EKTA-B −0.40% 9.57% INDU-A 10.38% 13.32%
INVE-B 0.00% 13.02% LJGR-B 6.44% 0.44% ELUX-B 0.00% 9.01% LUPE −1.14% 47.80%

Short Positions:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
LUMI 34.83% 15.02% LUND-B −5.60% −1.54% ERIC-B −6.25% 12.75% MTG-B 51.15% −0.45%
ORI 3.76% −4.22% MEDA-A 0.00% 65.69% HEXA-B −0.24% 20.89% NDA −10.34% 17.96%

PEAB-B 0.00% 17.31% NDA 1.57% −0.70% LATR-B −14.06% 2.03% NIBE-B 0.00% −3.39%
SCA-B −6.91% −6.00% NIBE-B −1.32% −19.43% LJGR-B 0.00% 28.82% SCA-B −0.36% −4.02%
SCV-B −22.33% 14.45% ORI −21.85% 20.68% LUND-B 0.00% 0.78% SKA-B −0.27% 10.00%
SEB-A 11.57% 4.28% RATO-B −8.61% −6.85% LUPE 38.03% 46.27% STE-R 0.00% 23.24%

SECU-B −8.32% −0.88% SCV-B 1.60% −4.32% SCV-B −26.93% −2.78% TEL2-B 0.00% 1.08%
TLSN 1.95% 5.53% STE-R −6.01% 0.25% SHB-A −6.06% 12.54% TLSN −10.09% 7.91%

WALL-B −1.24% 40.63% TLSN 0.00% −11.19% TEL2-B −0.19% 7.48% TREL 0.00% 9.39%
VOLV-B 3.09% 18.60% TREL −2.16% −5.31% TLSN 5.27% −1.34% WALL-B 0.00% 10.96%

OMXSBGI 4.97% 10.47% 10.10% 7.11%
RP 1.65% 25.39% 16.18% −3.72%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 0.41% 0.53 % 2.10% 1.43 %
θ̂ 0.36 0.11 0.39 −0.01

Table B.10: Portfolio Formation and Return 2005 − the Optimized Return to Variability Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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2006
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

ALIV-SDB 0.00% 23.12% ALFA −3.74% 2.86% ABB 50.72% 3.22% ABB 5.16% 27.53%
AOIL 55.98% −3.70% ALIV-SDB 0.00% −8.37% ALFA 9.40% 14.15% ALIV-SDB −2.49% 1.97%

ATCO-B −8.19% 28.39% AOIL 0.00% −7.69% AXFO −2.20% 7.49% ASSA-B 0.00% 9.36%
BOL 3.19% 83.85% AXFO 0.00% 6.98% EKTA-B 0.00% 13.11% AXIS −7.66% 42.25%

EKTA-B −8.09% 8.90% BOL 0.00% 10.88% HOLM-B −16.42% 5.15% ELUX-B −0.59% 15.13%
ELUX-B 0.00% 8.23% EKTA-B 0.00% −5.06% HUSQ-B 5.13% 20.82% HEXA-B 0.07% 15.61%

HM-B 0.00% 5.19% HM-B 49.46% −1.76% KINV-B 0.00% −2.26% KINV-B −4.63% 32.95%
HOLM-B −6.82% 25.33% INDU-A −20.86% −15.30% MEDA-A −4.59% 47.84% MEDA-A 41.09% −8.56%
KINV-B 0.00% 40.07% LUPE 0.00% −3.06% MTG-B −8.38% 0.13% MTG-B 0.00% 18.73%
LUND-B 0.00% 22.21% MEDA-A −3.25% 6.23% NDA 0.00% 11.63% NDA 5.04% 9.90%

Short Positions:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
MEDA-A 0.00% 36.77% ORI 0.00% −7.71% NIBE-B 0.00% 28.48% NIBE-B 0.00% 18.56%
NIBE-B 0.00% 10.29% PEAB-B −7.05% −0.43% PEAB-B 0.00% 2.14% ORI 0.00% 16.05%

ORI 0.00% 13.32% SCV-B 7.29% −3.25% SEB-A 0.00% 14.87% PEAB-B 0.00% 35.98%
PEAB-B 0.00% 15.20% SECU-B 0.00% −8.00% SECU-B 0.00% −33.33% SHB-A 0.00% 4.55%
RATO-B −8.05% 30.87% SKA-B 0.00% −12.94% SHB-A −2.11% 6.74% SKA-B −10.98% 8.87%
SCV-B 2.03% 17.57% SSAB-A 0.00% 15.96% SSAB-A 0.00% −4.88% SWED-A −0.67% 14.25%
SHB-A 0.00% 9.90% SWED-A 0.00% −13.90% STE-R −1.03% 11.81% SWMA 0.00% 7.34%
SKA-B 0.00% 5.37% TLSN 0.00% −12.42% TIEN 0.00% 3.86% TIEN −7.70% 4.41%
TIEN −7.65% 6.48% TREL −8.35% −32.23% WALL-B 0.00% 10.43% TLSN −8.62% 19.68%
TLSN 0.00% 9.37% WALL-B 0.00% −12.28% VOLV-B 0.00% 23.31% VOLV-B −5.31% 8.02%

OMXSBGI 11.92% −7.02% 8.68% 10.87%
RP −6.80% 4.49% 0.55% −10.02%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 0.99% 0.95% 1.79 % 0.60 %
θ̂ 0.21 0.34 0.24 0.15

Table B.11: Portfolio Formation and Return 2006 − the Optimized Return to Variability Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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2007
Long Positions:

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter
Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4

ABB −2.46% −2.24% ABB 0.00% 30.00% AOIL −10.64% 5.21% ABB 6.85% 9.14%
ALFA 0.00% 17.15% ALFA 0.00% 14.64% ATCO-B −7.44% −4.63% ALFA 0.00% −12.18%

ALIV-SDB 6.68% −3.51% CAST 0.00% −18.07% AXFO −1.29% −10.49% AOIL 0.00% −7.62%
AXFO −4.19% −2.47% FABG −6.23% −13.96% BOL 0.00% −3.85% AXIS 3.57% 14.39%
AZN −7.96% 2.18% HEXA-B 0.00% 40.21% CAST −4.02% −3.02% ELUX-B 0.00% −20.51%
BOL −3.04% −12.50% HM-B −29.33% 1.12% FABG 0.00% 1.66% HEXA-B 2.79% 3.63%

CAST 0.00% 10.68% INVE-B 0.00% 7.23% INVE-B 0.00% −7.02% HM-B 0.00% −3.67%
ERIC-B 0.00% −7.05% LJGR-B 50.11% 4.07% LATR-B −7.70% −3.69% HUFV-A 0.00% −10.79%
GETI-B 0.00% 3.58% MTG-B −0.86% 8.57% LUND-B −11.05% −11.55% INDU-A 3.10% −20.94%
INDU-A 0.00% 6.62% RATO-B 0.00% −1.13% MEDA-A −6.23% −16.18% INVE-B −4.76% −11.18%

Short Positions:
1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Formation #0 Return #1 Formation #1 Return #2 Formation #2 Return #3 Formation #3 Return #4
INVE-B 0.00% −1.19% SAAB-B 0.10% −3.19% NDA 0.00% 4.47% KINV-B 18.36% 8.49%
LUND-B 0.00% 5.74% SCV-B −1.80% 29.32% NIBE-B 0.00% −53.09% LATR-B 0.00% −10.43%
MEDA-A 0.00% 0.68% SECU-B 3.48% 2.35% ORI −9.64% 21.24% LUPE 0.00% −9.09%
NIBE-B −3.09% −1.09% SHB-A 0.00% −7.23% PEAB-B 0.00% −34.81% MEDA-A −4.45% −23.10%
SAAB-B −15.26% −10.48% SWED-A 0.00% 1.84% SAAB-B −5.18% −16.21% ORI −3.25% 5.63%
SWED-A 50.15% −1.61% SWMA 0.00% 6.21% SAND 0.00% −0.54% SAND 2.63% −19.53%
SWMA 0.00% −2.54% TEL2-B −3.75% −1.97% SECU-B 36.81% −22.02% SEB-A −7.58% −21.00%
TREL −7.17% 10.67% TIEN 0.00% 7.86% TIEN 0.00% −33.60% TEL2-B 0.00% −7.00%

WALL-B 0.00% 5.67% TLSN −4.35% −16.18% WALL-B 0.00% −16.88% TREL −7.02% −10.86%
VOLV-B 0.00% 24.71% WALL-B 0.00% 7.38% VOLV-B 0.00% −18.07% WALL-B 35.65% −9.40%

OMXSBGI 6.25% 6.53% −4.28% −11.22%
RP 0.19% 2.83% −6.70% 2.02%

r 0.22% 0.22% 0.22% 0.22%
σP 0.58% 0.88% 0.75% 0.57%
θ̂ 0.31 0.11 0.31 0.63

Table B.12: Portfolio Formation and Return 2007 − the Optimized Return to Variability Momentum Strategy
There is a total of 4 formation/holding periods per year. The returns are counted in the end of the holding periods.
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Table B.13: The Naive Momentum Strategy − Holding Period Performance 2002
This scheme can be thought of as an high-score list where the black marked returns are the stocks
being held long in the nearest passed holding period while the greay are stocks that were held short.
All stocks that were included in the current holding period represented the top-10 and bottom-10

deciles in the previous holding period.
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Table B.14: The Naive Momentum Strategy − Holding Period Performance 2003
This scheme can be thought of as an high-score list where the black marked returns are the stocks
being held long in the nearest passed holding period while the greay are stocks that were held short.
All stocks that were included in the current holding period represented the top-10 and bottom-10

deciles in the previous holding period.
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Table B.15: The Naive Momentum Strategy − Holding Period Performance 2004
This scheme can be thought of as an high-score list where the black marked returns are the stocks
being held long in the nearest passed holding period while the greay are stocks that were held short.
All stocks that were included in the current holding period represented the top-10 and bottom-10

deciles in the previous holding period.
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Table B.16: The Naive Momentum Strategy − Holding Period Performance 2005
This scheme can be thought of as an high-score list where the black marked returns are the stocks
being held long in the nearest passed holding period while the greay are stocks that were held short.
All stocks that were included in the current holding period represented the top-10 and bottom-10

deciles in the previous holding period.
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Table B.17: The Naive Momentum Strategy − Holding Period Performance 2006
This scheme can be thought of as an high-score list where the black marked returns are the stocks
being held long in the nearest passed holding period while the greay are stocks that were held short.
All stocks that were included in the current holding period represented the top-10 and bottom-10

deciles in the previous holding period.
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Table B.18: The Naive Momentum Strategy − Holding Period Performance 2007
This scheme can be thought of as an high-score list where the black marked returns are the stocks
being held long in the nearest passed holding period while the greay are stocks that were held short.
All stocks that were included in the current holding period represented the top-10 and bottom-10

deciles in the previous holding period.
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Appendix C

The Efficient Frontier −
Programming Using MATLAB

RO

This appendix contains the MATLAB
RO
script developed by the authors in order to

create the content of Figure 5.4.

1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

3 % Bachelor Thesis in Mathematics:

4 % Momentum Investment Strategies with Portfolio Optimization

5

6 % Script Purpose:

7 % Plot Optimized Portfolio Vs. the Benchmark Portfolio

8

9 % Authors:

10 % Robin Jonsson & Jessica Radeschnig

11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

12 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

13

14 %% Import the historical data

15 [~, ~, raw] = xlsread ...

16 ('C:\Users\Authors\Dropbox\Bachelor Thesis\Data\Asset data.xlsx','

OMX','M3:BK1507 ');

17

18 OMXdata = xlsread ...

19 ('C:\Users\Authors\Dropbox\Bachelor Thesis\Data\Asset data.xlsx','

OMX','L3:L1507 '); %Imported OMX

20

21 %% Create output variable

22 Data = cell2mat(raw);

23

24

25 %% Clear temporary variables

26 clearvars raw;

27

28 %% Calculate Portolio Parameters

29 m = mean(Data)*63; % Mean of asset returns (upscaled as to fit a

business quarter)

30
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31 c = cov(Data)*63; % Covariance of asset returns

32

33 stdev = std(Data)*sqrt (63); % Standard Deviation of asset returns

34

35 mOMX=mean(OMXdata)*63; % Mean of OMX returns

36

37 stdOMX=std(OMXdata)*sqrt (63); % Standard deviation of OMX returns

38

39

40 % Boundraries for asset weights

41 Assetbounds = zeros(2,length(m));

42 Assetbounds (1,:) = -0.15;

43 Assetbounds (2,:) = 0.15;

44

45 % Default optimizing function in Matlab for efficient frontier

46 [PortRisk , PortReturn , PortWts] = frontcon(m,c,[],[], Assetbounds);

47 [RiskyRisk , RiskyReturn , RiskyWts , RiskyFraction , OverallRisk ,...

48 OverallReturn] = portalloc(PortRisk , PortReturn , PortWts , 0.01,

0.01, 8);

49

50 %% Plot Efficient Frontier

51

52 % Scatter Plot for all the individual assets with labels

53 scatter(stdev , m,'filled ')

54 labels = {'ABB','ASSA -B','AOIL','ATCO -B','AZN','ALIV -SDB','AXFO' ,...

55 'AXIS','BILL','BOL','CAST','ELUX -B','EKTA -B','ERIC -B','FABG','GETI -B

' ,...

56 'HM -B','HEXA -B','HOLM -B','HUFV -A','HUSQ -B','INDU -A','INVE -B','KINV -B

' ,...

57 'LATR -B','LUND -B','MEDA -A','MTG -B','NCC -B','NIBE -B','NDA','PEAB -B','

RATO -B' ,...

58 'SAAB -B','SAND','SCA -B','SCV -B','SEB -A','SECU -B','SKA -B','SSAB -A','

STE -R' ,...

59 'SHB -A','SWED -A','SWMA','TEL2 -B','TLSN','TIEN','TREL','VOLV -B','WALL

-B'};

60 Points = [0 RiskyRisk OverallRisk;

61 0.01 RiskyReturn OverallReturn ];

62 for i = 1:size(stdev ,2) % Add labels to scatter plot

63 text(stdev(i)+0.0025 , m(i), labels{i})

64 end

65

66 % Plot for efficient frontier with risky assets

67 hold on

68 plot(PortRisk , PortReturn ,'k','LineWidth ' ,2.5,'DisplayName ' ,...

69 'PortReturn vs. PortRisk ', 'XDataSource ', 'Portrisk ', 'YDataSource '

,...

70 'PortReturn ');figure(gcf)

71 set(gcf ,'Color ' ,[1,1,1])

72

73 % Adding the Capital Market Line with lending/borrowing to the plot

74 plot(Points (1:1 ,1:2),Points (2:2 ,1:2),'k--o', Points (1:1 ,2:3) ,...

75 Points (2:2 ,2:3),'k:+', 'Linewidth ', 2.5, 'MarkerSize ' ,10)

76

77 % Adding a plot of OMX separately

78 hold on
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79 plot(stdOMX -0.012 , mOMX -0.012 , '+','Color ' ,[0.4 0.4 0.4], 'Linewidth

', 2, 'MarkerSize ' ,10)

80 text(stdOMX -0.01 , mOMX -0.022 , 'OMX', 'Color ', [0.4 0.4 0.4], '

FontSize ' ,15,...

81 'FontWeight ','bold');

82

83 % Adding a plot of the random portfolio separately

84 hold on

85 plot (0.1019 , 0.0359 , 'k+', 'Linewidth ', 2, 'MarkerSize ' ,10)

86 text (0.1019 -0.015 , 0.0359 -0.01 , 'Random ', 'Color ', 'k','FontSize '

,15,...

87 'FontWeight ','bold');

88

89 % Adding a plot of the naive portfolio separately

90 hold on

91 plot (0.0496 , 0.0276 , 'x','Color ' ,[0.4 0.4 0.4], 'Linewidth ', 2, '

MarkerSize ' ,10)

92 text (0.0496 -0.015 , 0.0276 -0.01 , 'Naive ', 'Color ', [0.4 0.4 0.4],'

FontSize ' ,15,...

93 'FontWeight ','bold');

94

95 % Adding a plot of the optimal return to variability portfolio

separately

96 hold on

97 plot (0.0797 , 0.0151 , 'kx', 'Linewidth ', 2, 'MarkerSize ' ,10)

98 text (0.0622 -0.01 , 0.0151 -0.01 , '"Optimized"', 'Color', 'k', '

FontSize ' ,15,...

99 'FontWeight ','bold');

100

101

102 % Specify axis label properties as percentages

103 h=gca;

104 labels1 = get(h,'yticklabel '); % get the y axis labels in %

105 labels_modif = [num2str (100* str2num(labels1)) ones(length(labels1)

,1)*'%'];

106 set(h,'yticklabel ',labels_modif);

107 h=gca;

108 labels2 = get(h,'xticklabel '); % get the x axis labels in %

109 labels_modif = [num2str (100* str2num(labels2)) ones(length(labels2)

,1)*'%'];

110 set(h,'xticklabel ',labels_modif);

111

112 % Label the figure

113 xlabel('Standard Deviation ')

114 ylabel('Expected Return ')

115 title('Mean -Variance -Efficient Frontier ')

116 legend('Individual Stocks ', 'Efficient Frontier ', 'Lend at Risk -Free

' ,...

117 'Borrow at Risk -Free', 'OMX BGI', 'Random Portfolio ', 'Naive

Momentum Portfolio ', 'Optimized Return to Variability Momentum

Portfolio ')

118 grid off
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